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The Hon Chris Bowen MP The Hon Catherine King MP
Minister for Climate Change and Energy Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, Regional

Development and Local Government

National Electric Vehicle Strategy
Via email: NEVS@industry.gov.au

7 November 2022

Dear Ministers 

National Electric Vehicle Strategy - Consultation Submission 

The National Automotive Leasing and Salary Packaging Association (NALSPA) welcomes the 
opportunity to make a submission in relation to the National Electric Vehicle Strategy (NEVS) consultation 
and looks forward to ongoing engagement with the Federal Government in relation to this matter.

Background to NALSPA and Motor Vehicle Packaging Arrangements in Australia 

NALSPA is the peak industry body for the salary packaging and novated lease sector.

NALSPA’s members help over 800,000 Australian employees utilise their pre-tax salary to package a
number of different employment-related benefits. These services are predominantly provided across the 
Not-for-Profit, Health, Government and Corporate sectors. 

One of the key employer-provided benefits that employees salary package under Australian taxation law 
is a motor vehicle via a novated lease arrangement.

With a novated lease, the costs associated with the finance and operation of a vehicle are packaged into
a single, regular, fixed, payroll deduction, generally comprising a mix of pre-tax and post-tax dollars.
Overall, vehicles that are the subject of a novated lease are a much younger and healthier carpark than
the overall Australian carpark. NALSPA members currently administer around 425,000 vehicles, including 
over 200,000 employer-provided salary packaged vehicles.

In support of employers and employees across Australia, the current Tax/Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT)
regime plays a critical role in the Australian automotive market by helping to facilitate the salary
packaging and management of employer provided vehicles. Importantly, these arrangements see
approximately 118,000 vehicles sold per annum, equivalent to approximately 10% of all new car sales in
Australia.
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NALSPA members are already at the forefront of assisting their clients and customers in their 
consideration of and transition to zero and low emissions vehicles (ZLEVs) and we look forward to playing 
an even deeper and proactive role in the electrification of Australia’s vehicle fleet. 

NALSPA Support and Commentary Concerning the National Electric Vehicle Strategy 

NALSPA’s members1 fully support the electrification of the Australian motor vehicle fleet as a critical 
component in the decarbonisation of Australian land transport. We understand that such decarbonisation 
has a range of economic and social benefits including:

the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
reduced transport costs
improved air quality and noise reduction 
the creation of new green aligned jobs, technologies and industries
increased climate resilience 
support for the uptake and development of renewable energy and related emerging technologies

NALSPA members believe that novated leasing, salary packaging and vehicle fleet management does 
play, and will continue to play, an important role in the understanding and take up of Electric Vehicles 
(EVs)2. 

NALSPA strongly supports the Federal Government’s FBT exemption of employer-provided vehicles and 
believes that this will lead to an increase in demand for both salary packaged and employer-provided
EVs. A copy of NALSPA’s Senate Committee submission supporting the Treasury Laws Amendment 
(Electric Car Discount) Bill 2022, which is currently before the Senate, is enclosed at Appendix B.     

NALSPA supports the 7 key targets identified by the Australian Automotive Industry as the basis for an 
orderly and successful transition from Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles to EVs. These principles 
are:

1. we embrace electrification and the orderly de-carbonisation of road transport,
2. we agree on CO2 targets,
3. we are unified to support Government to move forward,
4. we must consider both new and existing vehicles,
5. we have a responsibility to keep existing ICE-vehicles well-maintained during the transition, to 

ensure public safety,
6. given the Australian context, we oppose ICE bans due to a lack of fact-based achievability and 

the potential for these to deliver significant negative impact on the most vulnerable consumers, 
and 

1  NALSPA’s members include Fleetcare, SG Fleet Group (including SG Fleet, NLC and LeasePlan), the McMillan Shakespeare 
Group (including Maxxia and RemServ), and Smartgroup Corporation (including Smartsalary, Smartleasing, Smartfleet, Advantage 
Salary Packaging, AccessPay and Autopia).
2 Being battery electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) - as provided in the 
Consultation paper.
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7. Federal Government led targets and milestones must engage all Australians and their needs and 
take the Australian context into account. 

In addition, we: 

Support measures that encourage global Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to supply 
the Australian market with the vehicle types favoured by Australians and Australian businesses.
Believe federally led, appropriately targeted financial and non-financial incentives (fit for the 
Australian context) are desirable and necessary to improve affordability and help to accelerate 
the rollout of EVs within Australia. This includes necessary support for home charging. 
Understand that the taxation regime requires modernisation to take account, and support the 
uptake, of ownership and operation/maintenance of EVs, noting that any taxation reform should 
encourage a range of ZLEV technologies without penalising ICE-vehicle drivers during the 
transition period.
Support a broader education program/campaign on the transition to EVs and believe that the 
salary packaging/novated lease sector, with its reach to clients and customers throughout all 
regions of Australia, has a meaningful role to play in this regard.

NALSPA is committed to Australia being a globally competitive market for EVs, including as a participant 
in the supply and value chains. An orderly and nationally consistent transition is imperative to ensure that 
Australia has a successful and sustainable transition from ICE vehicles to EVs. 

This includes a focus on ensuring that EVs are fit for purpose for the Australian market, and reflect the 
lifestyle, affordability and locality of Australian consumers - which can be quite different, relative to other 
countries.

The issues Australia faces with respect to the transition to EVs will most effectively be addressed through 
concerted and consistent government policy, including alignment at a Federal, State/Territory and Local 
Government level and modernisation of Australia’s taxation regime. This will ensure a clear message 
about Australia’s commitment to transitioning to an EV future, together with the necessary support 
mechanisms. 

We have collated feedback on the questions raised in the consultation paper courtesy of:

the extensive motor vehicle eco-system and related consumer behaviour expertise of our 
members, 
the experience of members with the procurement, operation and disposal of EVs (including in 
overseas jurisdictions),
our taxation knowledge, and 
detailed work conducted on behalf of NALSPA by global consulting firm Deloitte in relation to 
Australia’s transition to EVs – a copy of the work and findings of Deloitte are contained in 
Appendix C.       
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This submission aims to set out our Association’s views on the goals, objectives and ensuing actions to 
ensure effectiveness of the National EV Strategy – we have not necessarily responded to all questions 
within the Consultation Paper depending on their direct relevance to our sector. 

Given the significant representation across the automotive industry and financial sector of the NALSPA 
members, NALSPA is also party to a broader industry submission, namely the Auto Alliance Submission 
(consisting of the AADA, FCAI, MTAA & others) and various NALSPA members may also be 
represented by the Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA) Submission. 

Please find enclosed our submission at Appendix A.

We would welcome the opportunity to meet and further discuss the matters raised in our submission. 

Yours faithfully, 

Rohan Martin  
Secretary and Director  
Encl. 
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Appendix A

Q1: Do you agree with the objectives and do you think they will achieve our proposed goals? Are 
there other objectives we should consider?

Broadly speaking, the National Automotive Leasing and Salary Packaging Association (NALSPA)
supports and commends the NEVS objectives and agrees that they will assist in achieving the 
proposed goals. However, we desire to underscore the importance of Australia’s transition to EVs
being an orderly process with due consideration given to the flow-on effects of any proposed 
measures. 

Importantly, the NEVS must balance:
initiatives supporting the take-up and importantly supply of EVs together with the provision of 
necessary infrastructure,
a sensible assessment of the supply of new and appropriate EV product into the Australian 
market to ensure we don’t experience a demand led price explosion for EV product, and 
support for and understanding of the needs of low-income earners, regional and rural 
Australians, together with the users of vehicles for which there is minimal or no supply of 
appropriate EV types to ensure that all Australians benefit in the EV transition – not just wealthier
urban Australians.  

Our specific comments in relation to each objective are provided below: 

Objective 1: Encourage rapid increase of demand for EVs.

There is currently significant built-up demand for EVs, with 12+ month waiting lists for many makes and 
models (in fact, in some cases the waiting lists are so long that no further orders are being accepted at 
this time). To ensure that this demand strength continues and builds further, we need to address the 
supply of affordable and accessible EVs – including market appropriate vehicles, ongoing development of 
charging infrastructure and structured public education. 

The transition to ZLEVs will bring many social, economic and environmental benefits to Australia, but it is 
important that the NEVS is appropriate for Australia’s circumstances. The key message here is a well-
managed transition which acknowledges the challenges we face as a small market at the mercy of a 
global supply chain. The NEVS should be ambitious, but achievable. 

We also need to ensure that the early market enthusiasm exhibited in the Australian marketplace crosses 
over from ‘early adopter’ to mainstream user.  Whilst we agree that prioritising increasing the demand of 
EVs in Australia is important, increasing demand at this point, without having addressed the supply of 
affordable and fit for purpose EVs is unlikely to achieve the proposed goals. Our comments on supply are 
set out below. 
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Recommendation: This objective should be amended to state “Encourage an efficient and orderly 
transition to EVs” 

Objective 2: Increase supply of affordable and accessible EVs to meet demand across all 
segments.

We concur with this objective. The bulk of EVs currently available for immediate purchase (i.e., without 
significant waiting times) do not necessarily align with current Australian demand patterns or dominant 
price points. 

Australia is a Right-Hand Drive market with over 70% of vehicles sold being SUVs or dual cab utes. As 
noted in Deloitte’s report ‘Australia’s Transition to Electric Vehicles’ (ATEV) as contained at Appendix C,
approximately 65% of Australians looking to purchase an EV are looking to spend under $50,000. Current 
EV availability and price points do not align well with this demand profile. 

In particular, in the regional and remote context, where distance travelled between recharging points is 
significantly greater and vehicle usage is often materially different to urban Australia, the affordability and 
accessibility of EVs needs to be managed to ensure there is no disadvantage for regional and rural 
Australians in particular to enter the market.

Despite current media speculation, it is also important to note that, as at the time of submission, there are 
no electric Dual Cab utes or large SUVs under $150,000 in Australia.  
     
Recommendation: This objective should not be amended.

Objective 3: Establish the systems and infrastructure to enable rapid uptake of EVs

The systems and infrastructure to support the more rapid uptake of EVs is paramount. 

Australians still need to be educated about this ‘once in a lifetime’ behavioural change (from 
understanding how to charge, the range, where to find charging stations when not at home, rapid 
charging, rebates across jurisdictions, etc). The power network will also need to be upgraded to handle 
the increase in electricity required to support EVs. 

The Government needs to consider legislative measures to support the uptake. This includes 
modernisation of the taxation regime, including laws applicable to Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT), the 
definition of a ‘car’ and what can be included as part of the ‘running costs’ of the car, as well as 
harmonising road-user charges, access to incentives, registration and stamp duty costs across the states 
and territories. 

To this end and following the current Federal Government’s policy announcement in May 2022 that 
certain EVs would be exempted from FBT from 1 July 2022 there has been an escalation in the technical 
and practical queries from NALSPA members surfacing in relation to the implementation of EVs, including 
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queries arising from that policy. This is an addition to a range of queries that already existed in relation to 
the FBT implications of EVs. 

As such NALSPA compiled details of an array of tax technical questions and ideas for modernisation with 
respect to the application of current FBT law relevant to an EV, including associated elements (e.g., 
charging infrastructure) and participated in a submission to the Australian Taxation Office’s FBT 
Stakeholder Group in August of this year. A copy of that submission is contained at Appendix D and as 
part of the National EV Strategy process, we would welcome discussion with the Federal Government in 
relation to the matters considered in that submission.  

Recommendation: This objective should be amended to state “Establish the systems and infrastructure to 
enable an orderly and supported transition to EVs for all Australians”

Q2: What are the implications if other countries accelerate EV uptake faster than Australia?

As we are already witnessing, Australia’s lack of an integrated and focussed national EV approach has 
resulted in relatively poor access to affordable and suitable EVs. 

Deloitte’s ATEV, as contained at Appendix C, states that “even taking into account the various state 
subsidies and the fuel savings of an EV, the ownership cost over 4 years of an EV against a comparable 
Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicle is still $6k to $9k higher overall”. This price premium for EVs is 
largely due to Australia’s smaller market and lack of co-ordinated measures to incentivise Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to provide EV stock to our domestic market, resulting in OEMs 
prioritising EV models and stock to other countries.

If EV uptake in Australia does not increase in-line (on a relative basis recognising our inherent 
differences) with other countries, OEMs will continue to prioritise supply for other countries (i.e. Left-Hand 
Drives rather than Right-Hand Drives (RHD)), giving them greater access to higher quality and more 
reasonably priced EVs, whilst Australia may be left with alternate makes and models, which may be 
lower-quality and less desirable, or even risk become a dumping ground for less efficient ICE vehicles.

Deloitte’s ATEV provides that “Bureau of Infrastructure and Transport Research Economics research 
finds that normal market forces will not resolve this price disparity prior to 2030”. Should other countries 
continue to accelerate EV uptake at a faster rate, this may see the price disparity continuing for longer 
than the 2030 estimate.

Notwithstanding, and as is noted within our submission, our national strategy needs to be tailored for 
Australia. This necessitates a transition which takes into account the specific features and needs of the 
Australian market. If an “EVs to market immediately at all costs” strategy was adopted, it is probable that 
the mid-term effect would be a drop in consumer confidence and demand. 

Australian geographic and lifestyle factors make it difficult to simply replicate the EV strategies adopted in 
other mature vehicle markets, particularly European markets, given their population density, much smaller 
geographic footprint and typical vehicle type which makes up their carpark. 
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However, experience in these markets has demonstrated that Australia is likely to see a swifter and more 
widespread uptake of EVs in the cities and major regional centres - but incentives and support for these 
groups should not necessarily result in penalties imposed on those who are unable to transition early.

Q3: What are suitable indicators to measure if we are on track to achieve our goals and 
objectives?

Example indicators may include:

Price differential between EV’s and comparable ICE vehicles.
The number of vehicles in each vehicle segment in the Australian market (price and vehicle type) 
over time.
Percentage of EVs as a percentage of all new vehicle sales - by vehicle type, by state, by region 
and nationally.
Percentage of EVs as a percentage of all used vehicle sales - by vehicle type, by state, by region 
and nationally.
Percentage of EVs compared to total vehicles in the Australian market.
Dollar amount of investment in local EV technology.
The availability of public infrastructure to rapidly re-charge vehicles – i.e., multi-bay charging 
stations every approximately 50 kilometres along arterial roads, and 3-5 kilometres in urban 
areas.
Percentage of EVs (and/or components) manufactured in Australia compared to overseas.
Number of Australian businesses (i.e., ASX top 300 companies) and Australian Government 
bodies who have publicly announced and/or implemented EV fleet policies.
Model Range of EVs available in Australia.
Measure of EV’s across all Government fleets.

OBJECTIVE 3.1 Encourage rapid increase of demand for EVs

Q4: Are there other measures by governments and industries that could increase affordability and 
accessibility of EVs to help drive demand?

We have provided a list of other measures that could be introduced by governments and industries to 
increase the affordability and accessibility of EVs to help drive demand. These are largely drawn from 
Deloitte’s ATEV report and are additional measures on top-of the proposed electric car discount 
measures, which includes an exemption for EVs from the 5% import duty and FBT.  

EV subsidies for non-employer provided vehicles:

When analysing international markets that have driven EV market share closer to 20% and beyond in 
some instances, it is evident that a subsidy of approximately A$10,000 per vehicle enables price parity 
concerns to be overcome and significantly change the demand curve for EVs.
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The Australian Government can capitalise on the subsidies already provided by State governments 
(particularly in the most populated States of New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and Western 
Australia which now offer a A$3,000+ subsidy) and potentially provide a targeted national top up subsidy 
to bridge the gap towards A$10,000. In an employer/packaging context, this measure may need to be 
designed to augment the measures already proposed under the Electric Car Discount Bill, to bring the 
overall push closer to the A$10,000 level. 

That being said we are of the view that the critical focus should be on increasing supply until such time as 
there is a much deeper and broader supply of EVs (and EV type) into the Australian marketplace. Such 
introduction may, as example, be post the implementation of mandated fuel efficiency standards and 
should not prejudice those consumers for whom an ICE vehicle would remain their necessary and 
required vehicle type.

It should be noted, that the recently introduced Treasury Laws Amendment (Electric Car Discount) Bill 
2022 will resolve the price differential for Employer provided vehicles up to the Luxury Car Threshold.   

Nationally aligned vehicle registration and stamp duty exemptions

Vehicle taxation exemptions should be utilised to support price parity and consistently applied nationally. 
As has been effective in many global jurisdictions, it is recommended that EVs be provided with a 
‘honeymoon exemption’ from stamp duty and vehicle registration fees at purchase. Consideration should 
also be given to a national moratorium on Road User Charges (and similar costing mechanisms) until at 
least 2030 (or when EVs represent say 25%-30% of all new car sales in Australia) to give consumers who 
are purchasing EVs, currently at a premium price, confidence in having running cost savings for an 
extended period.

Instant Asset write-off extension to 2030 for EVs

The instant asset write-off provisions (that were introduced as a COVID-19 stimulus) have been a 
considerable factor in driving sales of commercial dual cab ute in Australia, to the point where we now 
see the Toyota Hilux and Ford Ranger as the top two selling vehicles in the country. Extending this for 
EVs would provide support for the corporate and government fleet sectors to lead the EV transition. 

Capitalisation and/or other tax concessions for home charging stations

As noted in Deloitte’s ATEV, research indicates that close to 8 out of 10 Australians want to charge their 
vehicle at home, which aligns with 75% of Europeans and Americans. The ability to capitalise or finance 
home charging stations under tax legislation (e.g., as a running cost of the vehicle) would support private 
installations and lower the cost of EVs. 

In addition, it would lessen the reliance on public charging infrastructure. In overseas markets that have 
successfully driven EV uptake, government infrastructure focus has also significantly supported the 
development and use of home and business charging via direct charging infrastructure subsidies or tax 
benefits. 
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Alternatively, a subsidy towards private and business charging infrastructure of AUD$1,000 per unit, in 
line with many Global markets private charging subsidies is recommended.

In addition, increasing business and home charging infrastructure will support Australians in capitalising 
on future energy cost-saving opportunities that will exist with Vehicle-to-home (V2H) and Vehicle-to-grid 
(V2G) capability.

Recharging cost valuing shortcut

ICE vehicles are much more convenient when it comes to quantifying running costs for the purposes of 
claiming a tax deduction. The full amount of the petrol costs are used for the vehicle, whereas electricity 
costs from home charging can be used for a number of household products As such, a shortcut 
method to measuring, valuing and substantiating EV recharging costs, in particular for home-based 
charging, should be introduced to enable employees to claim this running cost as a tax deduction. In 
addition, a specific exemption should apply for charging at work in an FBT context.

Targeted government fleet purchasing

Across all levels of Government and including key government instrumentalities, fleet procurement areas 
should actively work with OEMs to draw appropriate EVs into the Australian Market. That is, this is not 
simply about electrifying, but electrifying with a focussed portfolio of vehicle types. 

In identifying and securing fit-for-purpose fleet vehicles, government departments should engage OEMs 
to identify potential EVs available in other markets that would fill EV segment gaps here. Not only will this 
approach provide automotive brands with guaranteed volumes to help secure new EV models in popular 
segments to Australia, it will also assist government fleets in more rapidly transitioning their fleets to EV. 
A flow-on benefit is that it will greatly enhance the quality of the second-hand EV market in Australia as 
fleet vehicles are turned over.

Increasing public and private charging infrastructure

Whilst the current focus has been on building development codes for new apartment builds (in terms of 
including sufficient EV charging infrastructure), Local Governments could look to expand this to cover 
new commercial developments and, potentially, all new commercial builds, (i.e., not just apartments). 
Such a requirement that existing apartment buildings and commercial centres have EV charging 
infrastructure installed within a particular timeframe would also assist in an orderly and smooth transition 
that we are preparing for the future.

Early engagement with the Distributed Network Service Providers (DNSPs) (e.g., energy network 
suppliers) will be critical to ensure adequate power is available to new and renovated sites.
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Utilisation of EV priority zones and commuter benefits

These include exclusive benefits for EVs such as access to express freeway lanes during peak periods 
and discounted (or free) parking arrangements for EVs within cities. Other options include EV-only zones 
in city centres or toll exemptions/subsidies.

Capitalising on solar panels and batteries

Australia has one of the world’s highest penetrations of household solar panels at over 30%, providing a 
significant potential benefit when coupled with EV usage. Studies indicate that 55% of Australians 
preference for EV charging is via solar panels or battery storage (of energy collected via solar), indicating 
that this could clearly be capitalised on if coupled with home EV charging infrastructure. 

Federal and/or State Governments could further support the installation of home or business charging 
infrastructure where it is coupled to existing or new solar panels, supported by behind-the-metre batteries, 
with additional subsidies.

Q5: Over what timeframe should we be incentivising low emission vehicles as we transition to 
zero emission vehicles?

As noted in the Electric Vehicle Council’s 2021 Annual Report3, by the end of 2022, it is expected that 
Australians will have access to 58 passenger EV models from 21 different carmakers. Currently only five 
EVs can be acquired for under $60,000, and no models are available, brand new, for under $40,000 and 
given the Deloitte ATEV work, we understand that these pricing issues with regards to EVs will remain for 
a considerable number of years to come. 

$60,000 is a sizeable outlay for most Australians (and even more significant in a family context and given 
current cost of living pressures); and whilst we recognise the desire to set a fixed time frame for incentive 
schemes, it is ultimately market share and EV pricing that determines whether continuing incentives will 
be required. 

Therefore, both low and zero emissions vehicles should still be incentivised until price parity is reached 
with comparable ICE vehicles and/or at least until the market share of new EV sales reaches in the order 
of 25-30% of all new car sales in Australia – which may be around the year 2030. For middle income 
earners in industries such as healthcare, aged care and education, the price of a zero-emission vehicle is 
currently not generally economically feasible. 

Similarly, given model availability and accessible charging infrastructure, a zero-emission vehicle for 
those who live or work in regional and remote areas is unlikely to be suitable in the foreseeable future –
likewise for many tradespersons and commercial fleets. For example, 2030 may be a realistic target for 
the broader Australian passenger fleet, but other vehicles such as heavy commercial and some tool of 

3 https://electricvehiclecouncil.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EVC_annual_report_-V3-Aug-13th-1.pdf
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trade vehicles are likely to require a longer period in which support for low emission vehicles is still 
available.

We must also consider that a low emission or hybrid vehicle may allow a number of such 
consumers/users to enter the EV market, whilst still ensuring that their vehicle suits their lifestyle and 
enables Australia to work towards a lower carbon emission goal – therefore ensuring that incentive 
schemes consider such vehicles (as has been done with the Electric Car Discount Bill) is paramount.

Q6: What information could help increase demand and is Government or industry best placed to 
inform Australians about EVs?

We believe the Federal, State/Territory and Local Governments, together with our sector and the broader 
automotive industry, have a critical role to play when it comes to the collection of data, and the 
dissemination of trusted information to best educate and inform consumers, businesses, and the broader 
public in relation to EVs and their benefits.

The Federal Government should consider directing a portion of public infrastructure funding towards 
consumer education around EV range and charging infrastructure. Deloitte’s ATEV report states that 
“70% of Australians are discouraged from purchasing an EV due to range limitations, and 85% due to 
charging infrastructure”. Enhanced public education and awareness regarding existing public charging 
facilities and existing EV range will help to reduce ‘range anxiety’ as a hurdle for potential EV buyers. 

As noted in the Deloitte ATEV work, education should include a focus on the fact that more than 75% of 
EVs currently on the market have a range of above 350km on an overnight home charge, which is similar 
to the range of many existing ICE vehicles on a tank of petrol. Importantly, given the average Australian 
drives just 36 km per day, this range would see most Australians getting almost 10 days driving off the 
single charge. In addition, the cost savings of harnessing solar power (either directly during the day or via 
battery storage) should be promoted, with studies showing that 55% of Australians expect to charge their 
EVs at home using solar.

Further, while both State and Federal Governments have focussed on building public charging 
infrastructure, as noted in the Deloitte ATEV work, analysis shows that existing publicly available 
infrastructure meets the majority of the current EV fleet needs. Whilst there is a need to future-proof for 
growth, the various historical industry and Government discussion around “limited” public and fast 
charging infrastructure has potentially adversely impacted customer sentiment. Therefore, the standard 
and scale of Australia’s current public charging infrastructure should be shared with the public to increase 
customer confidence and demand.

Governments should also consider partnering with popular mapping providers, such as Google Maps and 
satellite navigation providers, to highlight the availability of DC fast chargers and AC chargers on routes 
when searched, along with displaying data advising whether a route’s destination can be reached in a 
fully charged EV, to highlight to current ICE vehicle owners that their current trip could be taken in an EV.
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Another key educational piece that would benefit Australians is showing how the proposed Electric Car 
Discount works in a salary packaging context. We consider that our members can play a major role in 
educating Australians on these measures, as well as the broader perspectives relating to the EV 
transition.

OBJECTIVE 3.2 Increase supply of affordable and accessible EVs to meet demand across all 
segments

Q7: Are vehicle fuel efficiency standards an effective mechanism to reduce passenger and 
light commercial fleet emissions?
Q8: Would vehicle fuel efficiency standards incentivise global manufacturers to send EVs 
and lower emission vehicles to Australia?
Q9: In addition to vehicle fuel efficiency standards for passenger and light commercial 
vehicles, would vehicle fuel efficiency standards be an appropriate mechanism to increase 
the supply of heavy vehicle classes to Australia?
Q10: What design features should the Government consider in more detail for vehicle fuel 
efficiency standards, including level of ambition, who they should apply to, 
commencement date, penalties and enforcement?
Q11: What policies and/or industry actions could complement vehicle fuel efficiency 
standards to help increase supply of EVs to Australia and electrify the Australian fleet?

We agree that fuel efficiency standards consistent with the International Fuel Efficiency Standards will 
play a significant, and important, role in securing zero and low emissions vehicles (ZLEVs) for Australia 
and support our agreed stance on CO2 targets as opposed to EV targets. Clear and consistent policy 
direction on a national scale is critical for manufacturers to prioritise new zero and low emission 
powertrains for the Australian marketplace.

However, standards should recognise Australian vehicle needs and be focussed on driving achievable 
and sustainable outcomes without needlessly penalising unachievable outcomes (i.e., penalising dual cab 
ute product when no RHD EV product is available in this category). 

The use of emission targets and fuel efficiency standards without carefully aligned EV pricing and product 
attraction strategies, that ensure appropriate EV products to meet consumer demand, may indirectly 
diminish model availability across all vehicle options resulting in a reduction in consumer choice and 
negative EV sentiments. We firmly oppose ICE bans as they lack fact-based achievability and have 
potential negative consumer impacts (on those most vulnerable).

Q12: Do we need different measures to ensure all segments of the road transport sector are able 
to reduce emissions and, if so, what government and industry measures might well support the 
uptake of electric bikes, micro-mobility and motorbikes?

From a novated leasing perspective, the Electric Car Discount policy is an excellent and targeted initiative 
in supporting the uptake of EVs that are considered a “car” for FBT purposes. However, currently, the 
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measures do not extend to “non-cars”, meaning that popular vehicle types that are designed to carry a 
load of one tonne (e.g., some utes) or e-bikes and similar do not qualify for the exemption. 

The FBT exemption could be expanded to include these types of vehicles, particularly given heavy 
vehicles are a significant contributor to carbon emissions. Further, if the intent is to scale uptake of e-
bikes/e-motorbikes (and similar), this measure could prove very successful given that, proportionally, 
there is already a large supply of these vehicles and they are less expensive than a car, expanding the
income groups able to access these products. 

As stated in Deloitte’s ATEV, the three main blocking points of increased EV demand are overcoming 
price parity issues; ensuring that Australians have access to available EV products that suit the tastes of 
Australian consumers; and enhancing consumer confidence in vehicle range and supporting greater 
charging options. These challenges are not limited to just light and heavy vehicle classes, but also affect 
e-bikes, scooters and motorbikes. 

As such, measures to be introduced to overcome these blocking points for these types of vehicles are 
important considerations in our view, in addition to potentially expanding the ambit of the Electric Car 
Discount, a number of the measures previously noted in our response to Q4 above will be relevant, 
including:

subsidies for private electric bikes, scooters and motorbikes,
government fleet purchasing,
utilisation of priority zones and commuter benefits,
building development legislation around charging requirements,
nationally aligned vehicle registration and stamp duty exemptions,
subsidies for home and business charging infrastructure, and 
capitalisation of solar panels and home batteries.

Q13: How could we best increase the number of affordable second hand EVs?

The Federal Government’s proposed FBT exemption for EVs will be a significant policy lever for 
developing a second-hand EV market in Australia. 

However, to most effectively grow the number of affordable second hand EVs, a structured and 
consistent government EV policy must be established, including the considerations noted above.

For example, the instant asset write-off provisions could be used to drive the development of a used EV 
market. As previously noted, these provisions have been a considerable factor in driving the sales of 
commercial dual cab utes in Australia, to the point where we now see the Toyota Hilux and Ford Ranger 
as the top two selling vehicles in the country.

Extending this for EVs would provide support for the fleet management and business sectors to lead the 
EV transition. Importantly, this would not only assist business purchasers to transition more quickly to 
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EVs, but it would also provide an added reason for automotive brands with business-type vehicles such 
as dual cabs available only in left hand drive today, to develop these in RHD for import to Australia. 

Particularly targeting products designed for the North American market, this could see larger pick-ups and 
SUV EVs developed by brands popular in Australia such as Ford, Toyota and Nissan, developed also in 
right hand drive for Australia.

Driving higher fleet and business EV sales has an additional benefit due to the inherent faster turnover of 
these vehicles. Importantly, this will assist in more quickly building the secondary vehicle stock that will 
drive the development of a used EV market, enabling consumers at the lower price brackets to transition 
to EV.

Q14: Should the Government consider ways to increase the supply of second hand EVs 
independently imported to the Australian market? Could the safety and consumer risks of this 
approach be mitigated?

Consumer safety is paramount and must take precedence over any action taken to increase the supply of 
second-hand EVs. As an association, NALSPA does not support ‘grey’ imports due to the risks 
surrounding safety and performance from market participants who do not need to abide by traditionally 
understood/accepted Australian consumer standards. Further these vehicles tend to incur higher cost of 
insurance and the reduced access to parts.  

In its October 2014 submission to the 2014 Review of the Motor Vehicle Standards Act 1989, NALSPA 
stated, amongst other matters, that:

“….The intent of the then Federal Government when introducing the Motor Vehicle
Standards Act 1989 (the MVSA) was to set minimum safety, environmental and other
standards for motor vehicles entering the Australian market, and to restrict the
importation of used vehicles to those meeting equivalent standards of safety to those of
the Australian Design Rules (ADRs).

In our view, no material evidence exists that Australian consumers or the wider
Australian automotive sector and its constituent stakeholders would derive
meaningful net benefit from reducing existing barriers to the personal importation of
new vehicles or the general importation of second-hand vehicles.

We believe the case for reducing those barriers is weak and ignores the potential for
realising the very risks the MVSA is intended to avoid, to the detriment of consumers
and the community, together with the potential for significant disruption to Australia’s
wider automotive sector and its many stakeholders.

The risks to consumers presented by such a reform significantly outweigh any
perception cheaper and more affordable cars for the bulk of consumers would be the
outcome. Moreover, it is our view that such perception is misplaced – consumers will,
in the overwhelming majority of cases, not be able to buy and import more affordable
cars than those already available in the Australian market.

In addition, a consumer buying a personally imported new vehicle or an imported
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second-hand vehicle is likely to face a range of issues, including potentially higher
repair, maintenance and insurance costs, as well difficulties in determining whether
such a vehicle is ‘fit for purpose’ for Australian conditions, whether overseas warranties
will be obligated, whether its safety and environmental performance meets Australian
requirements and so on. Critically, the bulk of consumers are unlikely to be
unsuspecting of such matters…..”

“…….it needs to be understood that for a new vehicle to be sold in Australia it must comply with a 
range of ADRs and having done that, a “type approval” is given to that vehicle model. This means 
that all new vehicles coming off the production line that meet the description of the model in the 
“type approval” are certified.

Quality control in the manufacturing of new cars allows for this type of sample-based
certification. Similarly, the Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) is able to
select vehicles for testing that will be representative of all vehicles covered by the “type
approval” and in turn the community can rest assured that all of these vehicles will be
of equivalent safety.

However, this is not the case for imported used vehicles or personal new imports which
have not been subject to this process. Irrespective of whether these vehicles may have
had an original certification in another country, this certification typically will be to a
lower standard and therefore consumers will have no or little visibility on the safety
performance of the vehicles. Importantly, it is not possible for ANCAP to sample test
these vehicles because it is not possible to identify a test vehicle, which will be
representative of them all….”

These principles and concerns remain directly, if not more so, relevant for the importation of second-hand 
EVs, particularly with respect to the ongoing concerns surrounding the longevity of the charging 
infrastructure and the longer-term reliability of such vehicles. The introduction of different products 
through ‘grey’ imports presents a likely risk of complicating consumer understanding of EVs and could 
even serve to diminish confidence due to the relatively lower standards (and associated consumer 
experience) and should more frequent battery failure occur (particularly without potential recourse).  

We note that the then Federal Government concurred with such concerns, subsequently making no 
material change to the laws relating to the importation of used vehicles into the Australian market. 

OBJECTIVE 3.2.1 Strengthen Australia’s competitiveness in the EV value chain

Q15: What actions can governments and industry take to strengthen our competitiveness 
and innovate across the full lifecycle of the EV value chain?
Q16: How can we expand our existing domestic heavy vehicle manufacturing and 
assembly capability?
Q17: Is it viable to extend Australian domestic manufacturing and assembly capability to 
other vehicle classes?

Whilst we are not in a position to add any significant insight in relation to these queries, at a general level, 
we agree that increasing Australia’s participation across the value and supply chains for EVs is beneficial 
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in terms of creating jobs, stimulating the economy, maintaining vehicle standards and providing lower cost 
EVs and we remain supportive of such initiatives.

Australia is well placed to capitalise on the economic benefits of the transition to EVs thanks to our 
extensive resource base, wealth of experience in mining, well educated workforce, national security and 
potential to access cheap, renewable energy. The mining and processing of critical minerals and rare 
earth elements should form a key part of the EV value chain, and Australia is well positioned to meet this 
demand using ethical and sustainable practices.  

Australia could also look to other countries, such as the United States and Thailand, which are providing 
significant fiscal incentives, tax breaks, operational certainty and guaranteed demand to attract and 
secure international investment in their domestic EV value chain. Underpinning this is the need for 
Australia to establish a strong, domestic EV market to demonstrate significant local demand for products 
from the value chain, and in turn, further increase the attractiveness of investing in the Australian market.

OBJECTIVE 3.3 Establish the systems and infrastructure to enable rapid uptake of EVs

Q18: Are there other proposals that could help drive demand for EVs and provide a revenue 
source to help fund road infrastructure?

As noted above, one of the major blocking points impeding EV consideration and therefore demand from 
rising in Australia is the public’s perception of Australia’s current charging infrastructure. To this end, 
government subsidies or adjustments to tax legislation for the installation of private charging infrastructure 
will aid in both addressing the concerns of Australians and also drive demand for EVs. Please refer to our 
response to Q4. where we have provided detailed considerations.

With respect to revenue generation to fund road infrastructure, measures such as State/Territory Road 
User Charges and similar can work towards alleviating some of the pressures from diminishing fuel excise 
returns. However, as noted in our response to Q4, any such revenue generation should be balanced 
against the desire to increase EV participation and therefore, we have suggested a potential moratorium 
on such charges until 2030.  A nationally consistent road pricing scheme (for light and heavy vehicles) 
would also need to ensure that it does not unfairly disadvantage regional and remote Australians. 

Q19: What more needs to be done nationally to ensure we deliver a nationally comprehensive 
framework for EVs?

We agree that Australia should have a consistent national approach, rather than each State/Territory or 
Local Government having its own varying policies, subsidies and taxes. The different approaches taken 
by each jurisdiction has resulted in varying take up in different areas. We have also found that it has 
created confusion and uncertainty in the client bases of NALSPA members, as customers try to interpret 
the exemptions and rebates that apply.

As an example, there is currently confusion on the ability to qualify as a “Zero Emission Vehicle” in 
Victoria. If you were to acquire a fleet managed or company owned EV that is to be registered in Victoria, 
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primarily driven in Victoria, where the individual’s primary place of residence is in Victoria, however, the 
registered address of the leasing company, which ultimately holds title to the vehicle, is in NSW, the EV is 
not eligible for the Victorian rebate. This not only creates unfairness but also inconsistencies between 
consumers - these inconsistencies must be addressed via the National Electric Vehicle Strategy.

Similarly, different States/Territories have committed to a Road User Charge concept and relevantly, the 
administration around this is not uniform and, in some instances, it is quite burdensome (for example, the 
requirement to manually track kilometres, potentially segmenting kilometres driven outside of Victoria, 
etc.). Whilst there may be a need for additional taxes for EVs, particularly in the long-term, a simplified 
and consistent approach needs to be imposed Australia wide.

Furthermore, if Australia is to engage with global car manufacturers, there needs to be a unified approach 
across the lifecycle of an EV. Ultimately, OEMs do not look to individual Australian jurisdictions as 
segmented markets in terms of policies and resultant uptake - they look to “Australia” as its market and 
mixed messaging through varying Government layers serves as a detriment. 

Lastly, as mentioned in our response to Q6, education is a vital component to effectively delivering the 
national framework for EVs. Currently, there are barriers blocking Australians from purchasing an EV as 
their next vehicle. A significant number of these blocking points relate to the public’s hesitation and lack of 
confidence surrounding EV range and charging infrastructure. These concerns can be addressed through 
a national, coordinated education program across all layers of government, including through packagers, 
employers and other corporates. 

Q20: How can we best make sure all Australians get access to the opportunities and benefits from 
the transition?

As noted previously, the best way to ensure all Australians get access to the opportunities and benefits 
from the transition to EVs is to ensure that rather than being merely rapid, it is orderly, efficient and 
sustainable. 

An orderly but efficient transition allows us to consider the consequences of all aspects of the transition 
and provides us as a country with the best opportunity to create a robust and effective long-term strategy. 
Importantly, ‘orderly’ includes understanding the likely need for varying speeds for urban versus regional 
versus remote areas, and fleet commercial users. 

Key difficulties we face in relation to the transition to EVs are both the geographical and income split of 
our population. The sheer size of Australia presents a major challenge for us in the rollout of our EV 
strategy. Further, the income split of the population, coupled with the current price of EVs, further 
challenges our ability to generate increased demand scale for EVs.

Geographical split

As an interim solution to the geographical split dilemma, whilst regional charging infrastructure continues 
to improve, we recommend the encouragement of Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) as an 
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alternative to EVs for people in regional and remote areas. Although PHEVs are a step down from an 
emissions perspective, they have a much greater range and are a cheaper alternative to EVs. 

Income split

The proposed Electric Car Discount FBT exemption assists in bringing price parity into the market, 
making EVs a more affordable option for people who would otherwise not be able to purchase one. 
Further, the instant asset write-off extension to 2030 for EVs would aid in driving higher fleet and 
business EV sales, which in turn will help in building the second-hand vehicle stock that will drive the 
development of a used EV market. These are measures, already in motion, that if enhanced, can provide 
a more affordable option for the Australian public.

- Submission ends -
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Appendix B – NALSPA’s EV FBT Discount Bill Senate Submission 
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Senator Jess Walsh 
Committee Chair, Senate Standing Committees on Economics - Legislation 
PO Box 6100 
Parliament House 
Canberra ACT 2600 

via email: economics.sen@aph.gov.au 

17 August 2022 

Dear Senator 

Application of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Electric Car Discount) Bill 2022 

The National Automotive Leasing and Salary Packaging Association (NALSPA) welcomes the 
opportunity to make a submission on the provisions of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Electric Car 
Discount) Bill 2022 (the Bill).  

Background to NALSPA and Motor Vehicle Packaging Arrangements in Australia 

NALSPA is the peak industry body for the salary packaging and novated lease sector. 

NALSPA’s members1 help over 800,000 Australian employees utilise their pre-tax salary to package a 
number of different employment-related benefits. One of the key employer-provided benefits that 
employees salary package under Australian taxation law is a motor vehicle via a novated lease 
arrangement.  

With a novated lease, the costs associated with the finance and operation of a vehicle are packaged into 
a single, regular, fixed, payroll deduction, generally comprising a mix of pre-tax and post-tax dollars. 
Overall, vehicles that are the subject of a novated lease are a much younger and healthier carpark than 
the overall Australian carpark. NALSPA members currently administer over 200,000 employer-provided 
salary packaged vehicles. 

In support of employers and employees across Australia, the current Tax/Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) 
regime plays a critical role in the Australian automotive market by helping to facilitate the salary 
packaging and management of employer provided vehicles. Importantly, these arrangements see 
approximately 115,000 vehicles sold per annum, equivalent to approximately 10% of all new car sales in 
Australia.  

1 NALSPA’s members include Fleetcare, SG Fleet Group (including SG Fleet, NLC and LeasePlan), the McMillan Shakespeare 
Group (including Maxxia and RemServ), and SmartGroup Corporation (including SmartSalary, SmartLeasing, SmartFleet, 
Advantage Salary Packaging, AccessPay and Autopia).     
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NALSPA Support and Commentary Concerning the Bill 

NALSPA members embrace the electrification of the Australian motor vehicle fleet. Its members also 
recognise the role that novated leasing and salary packaging can have in facilitating employer and 
employee understanding and take up of Zero and Low Emissions Vehicles (ZLEVs) and is committed to 
an orderly transition which preserves choice whilst helping to addressing the various barriers impeding 
Australia’s transition to ZLEVs as we work to de-carbonise land transport.  

Accordingly, NALSPA commends the Federal Labor Government’s pre-election policy announcement to 
provide an FBT exemption for certain electric cars, and as such the Association fully supports the 
introduction of the Bill which aims to enact the policy commitment.  

This policy was shaped with the intention of reducing Australia’s carbon dioxide emissions and making 
electric cars “cheaper so that more families who want them can afford them”, on the basis that electric 
cars are perceived as being currently unaffordable for the majority of Australians and, further, in relatively 
low supply (“(this policy will also) encourage car manufacturers to import and supply more affordable 
electric models in Australia”). 

NALSPA and its members are of the view that the Bill will enable and promote the increased adoption of 
of ZLEVs in Australia. However, we contend there is a need to further amend and where appropriate 
make clarification to the current FBT legislation, by developing key provisions within the Bill in order to 
most effectively promote and encourage an increase in the take-up of such vehicles.  

Specifically, the current draft of the Bill has raised queries in relation to the breadth of the proposed 
concession and whether by potentially expanding its coverage, as appropriate, this will ensure better 
alignment with the initial policy intent of incentivising the use of ZLEVs by Australian consumers. 
Importantly, NALSPA also wants to ensure that any potential unintended consequences are satisfactorily 
addressed prior to finalisation of the Bill. 

Having collated feedback on the Bill through engagement with our members, we enclose a submission to 
the “Senate Standing Committees on Economics - Legislation” regarding identified uncertainties 
associated with the Bill’s effectiveness in promoting the take-up of ZLEVs. This submission sets out key 
areas of analysis and our proposed Bill considerations. 

Please find enclosed our submission at Appendix A. 

Yours sincerely 

Rohan Martin 
Secretary and Director 

Encl. 
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Appendix A 

Proposal I: Consider providing long-term certainty surrounding the application of the Bill 

The purpose of the Bill is to increase the take up of ZLEVs through the FBT exemption. In this regard, 
although the Bill does not specifically include a time limit or sunset, the Explanatory Memorandum notes 
the operation of the FBTAA amendments will be reviewed after three years “in light of electric car take 
up”.  

In this regard, rather than incentivise the take up of ZLEVs, the suggested finite nature of these FBT 
concessions may instead serve as a barrier to ZLEV purchases or leases, potentially closer to the end of 
the three-year period (i.e., an employer or employee looking to take up a ZLEV in 2024 may only have a 
few months of exemption) or, with current lengthy delivery times, as early as 12 months into the 3-year 
initial exemption period. 

This has the real potential to significantly impact the policy outcome and its intent. This is all the 
more challenging given that there are no defined measures that have been communicated to assess 
“electric car takeup” - for example, if this is communicated and reported periodically, it will ensure clarity 
for market participants in assessing potential take-up of an EV rather than an ICE.  Further, there appears 
to be a lack of definition as to the future state of the exemption - this uncertainty could again have a 
potentially significant impact on the policy outcome. 

Additionally, on the basis that the 3-year period is back-dated to commence from 1 July 2022, combined 
with the legislation not yet taking effect, employers/employees are not yet committing to ZLEV 
acquisitions, instead waiting to see the final legislated position - this presents a further squeeze on the 
timeline. 

In this regard, one option may be for the Bill to include a grandfathering provision, as a means of 
providing certainty and allowing the policy intent to be achieved, and the output from the policy 
appropriately reviewed and assessed, for the full three-year period.  

For example, following changes to the statutory rates for car fringe benefits introduced in the 2011 
Federal Budget, a grandfathering treatment applied to car benefits whereby the taxable value of car fringe 
benefits, which were subject to FBT prior to 10 May 2011, were calculated in accordance with the former 
statutory formula (based on the “financial commitment” to the car).  

We propose a similar “grandfathering” treatment be considered for ZLEV arrangements which are entered 
into on or after 1 July 2022 and within the three-year period. This ensures clarity and fairness for 
participants, and offers ease of administrative practicality particularly in multi-year leasing arrangements. 
The Government may also consider drawing integrity measures around this - for example, by limiting the 
maximum leasing period. 
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Proposal II: Consider extending the application of the Bill to include costs associated with ZLEVs 

The Explanatory Memorandum indicates that the FBT exemption for eligible ZLEVs “will include any 
associated benefit in running the car for the period the car fringe benefit was provided”. This is in 
reference to the proposed FBT amendments which will extend to “car expenses” (for example, per section 
53 of the Fringe Benefits Tax Assessment Act 1986 (FBTAA)), which are defined in section 136(1) of the 
FBTAA as being “an expense incurred in respect of (a) the registration of, or insurance in respect of, the 
car; (b) repairs to or maintenance of the car; or (c) fuel for the car”. 

It is evident from both the pre-election policy announcement and the Explanatory Memorandum that the 
intention of the FBT exemption is to remove any tax barriers in relation to the provision of ZLEVs to 
employees (including under salary-packaging arrangements). However, this intent may not be met 
through the current drafting of the Bill, due to the fact that numerous associated running costs do not 
arguably meet the FBT definition of a “car expense”. Examples of such costs include, but are not limited 
to: 

● In-home charging infrastructure and support services (e.g., in addition to the equipment cost, the
ancillary costs of installation, equipment upgrade where necessary and ongoing maintenance); 

● Road user charges (applicable on a jurisdictional basis - e.g., the road-user charge for Victorian-
registered zero and low emission vehicles2); 

● Vehicle battery replacements; and

● Vehicle subscription costs (e.g., Tesla’s Premium Connectivity subscription to enable access to
Live Traffic Visualisation, Satellite-View Maps, etc.).

Whilst each of the above costs might arguably fall within the intent of the phrase “associated benefit in 
running the car” where provided by the employer, there is considerable uncertainty whether each of 
these benefits meets the FBT definition of a “car expense” and, due to limited existing ATO guidance, 
there is a genuine risk that the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) may interpret, and publicly advise 
taxpayers, that these costs are not exempt. 

For example, as noted above, “car expense” is defined to mean an expense incurred “in respect of ... fuel 
for the car”. Further, the phrase “in respect of”, in the context of employment “includes by reason of, by 
virtue of, or for or in relation directly or indirectly to …”. Applying these definitions, it is arguable that in-
home charging costs are included “by reason of” or “in relation directly to” recharging (i.e., “fuel”). 
However, this is open to debate and different interpretations, thereby creating uncertainty. It is 
foreseeable that the ATO would limit the application of the FBT exemption for charging costs to the 
electricity expense. 

2https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/registration/registration-fees/zlev-road-user-
charge?__cf_chl_tk=13aSGwp81G_6WqY1CRajudOF_bfnjzYeUmY2Yv9sdLM-1660173930-0-gaNycGzNCGU 
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Importantly, from a policy likelihood of success perspective, the absence of an FBT exemption (where the 
ATO interprets that broader charging costs are not “car expenses”) surrounding such costs may in all 
likelihood impact upon the attractiveness of acquiring a ZLEV, given there are a number of additional  

ZLEV related costs which may not be eligible for concessional treatment under the proposed 
amendments. 

Relevantly, for a ZLEV, these costs are not nominal. For example, a typical home EV charging unit from 
leading EV hardware provider JET Charge, the Wallbox Pulsar Plus, currently costs $1,781 plus 
installation (estimated at between $750-$1,000 for a typical installation), whilst a Tesla wall connector 
could cost up to $1,000 and installation an additional $1,500. Similarly, a Tesla Model S battery costs in 
the range of $12,000 - $15,000 (plus additional costs for service and labour).  

In recognition of the obstacle which ‘associated EV costs’ are to consumers in regard to their purchase 
consideration of an EV, many overseas jurisdictions already have in place subsidy arrangements with 
regards to home EV charging costs – these include Norway, France, California, Germany, Sweden, China 
and Iceland, just to name a few. 

Where such costs are subject to the separate FBT provisions (that is, the cost is not FBT exempt under 
the Bill), it will in all likelihood impede the take-up of ZLEVs as, even with the tax concessions for the car 
itself, the additional costs (with no exemption) adversely impact the overall economic benefit.   

It is highly recommended that consideration be given to extending the application of the FBT exemption to 
associated costs through including a different definition of “car expenses” for ZLEVs, which is broader 
and includes all the costs noted. 

Proposal III: Consider easing the limitations imposed on second-hand acquisitions 

The Explanatory Memorandum states the “purpose of the policy is to increase the take up of 

electric cars”, however the Bill presents the following limitations with respect to second-hand acquisitions: 

● The exemption only applies where the original retail price was below the relevant luxury car tax
threshold (being $84,916 for 2022-23); and 

● The exemption does not apply to a car which was previously acquired and used prior to 1 July
2022 (i.e., when acquired first-hand). 

The Bill focuses on the notional increase in the take-up of electric cars from current state (i.e., effectively, 
only post 1 July 2022 vehicles are eligible provided the original purchase price is below the threshold). 
This creates an artificial barrier for take-up, particularly for individual taxpayers and businesses who may 
only be able to afford a second-hand vehicle (should these be lower in cost than a first-hand), directing 
them to an alternate vehicle (despite the existence of the concession).  

For example, a small business with a nominal fleet of three vehicles may only be able to acquire EVs 
second-hand due to cost barriers, however, they would not have access to the exemption because the 
original acquisitions were over the luxury car threshold (even though their acquisition is at a lower price). 
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Furthermore, the limitation on the first retail price of the car raises practical challenges. For example, if an 
EV has changed hands multiple times, it may be unclear as to whether the vehicle was originally 
purchased for below the luxury car tax threshold, or if it was originally acquired and used after 1 July 
2022.  This will present additional administrative effort for employers, with respect to evidence that may 
not be readily available. 

We understand that the policy intent is to increase take-up and, therefore, increase supply and lower 
costs.  However, in our view, allowing for such second-hand acquisitions to qualify only enhances the 
take-up as, for example, current EV owners who are ineligible for the concession can sell their vehicles 
(which qualify for the exemption for the acquirer) and take-up new vehicles (also qualifying for the 
exemption).  

As the pre-election policy noted, currently only five electric cars can be acquired in Australia for under 
$60,000 and there are no electric cars for under $40,000. $60,000 is a sizeable outlay, even with FBT 
concessions; particularly when considering the volume of traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) 
cars that can be acquired for below that amount. Allowing second-hand acquisitions, which may be more 
price-competitive with ICEs (particularly as market supply in Australia increases), will enhance take-up 
and deliver on the overall policy intent. 

Consideration should be given, therefore, to whether the current legislative limitations can be eased in 
favour of integrity measures to regulate the acquisition of second-hand ZLEVs (for example, ensuring that 
the second-hand acquisition must not be between the same employee and employer such as in a sale 
and leaseback transaction). 

Further, where the Bill remains on the current basis of restricting certain second-hand acquisitions, the 
Bill does not define documentary requirements around the first holding and usage (e.g., registration date, 
original invoice from seller etc.); in particular, and as noted above, this could be challenging in some 
instances in relation to evidencing the acquisition price for an on-sale that may have exchanged hands a 
few times. 

Proposal IV: Consider harmonisation of the Luxury Car Tax threshold and Car Cost Limit 

The Bill states that a car benefit will be an exempt benefit where “no amount of luxury car tax (within the 
meaning of the A New Tax System (Luxury Car Tax) Act 1999) has become payable on a supply (within 
the meaning of that Act) or importation (within the meaning of that Act) of the car before the benefit is 
provided”. That is, for the exemption to apply, the luxury tax value of the electric car must not exceed the 
luxury car tax threshold (LCT threshold) at the time the car was first sold in a retail sale.  

The limitation of such a requirement is that the LCT threshold for FBT exemption purposes ($84,916 for 
fuel efficient vehicles3 for 2022-23) does not align to the car cost limit which is utilised for income tax and 
Goods and Services Tax (GST) purposes ($64,741 for 2022-23). 

3  A fuel-efficient car is a car which has a fuel consumption that does not exceed seven litres per 100 kilometres as a combined 
rating under the vehicle standards in force under section 7 of the Motor Vehicle Standards Act 1989. For completeness, a separate 
LCT threshold applies to other vehicles (i.e. non-fuel efficient cars), however, it is assumed for the purposes of this submission that 
ZLEVs which are cars will meet the definition of a fuel-efficient car. 
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This misalignment is important in the context of employer leased ZLEVs (including under salary 
packaging arrangements) which are above the car cost limit, though they qualify for the FBT exemption 
(i.e., below the LCT threshold). This is because Division 242 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 
operates to treat the lease as a notional purchase, financed by a notional loan by the lessor to the lessee. 
That is, the employer (and not the lease provider) is entitled to deductions for the interest component of 
lease payments (which is assessable to the lease provider) and the decline in value of the car but is not 
entitled to a deduction for the capital components of lease payments.  

Therefore, effectively, in these circumstances, the deduction an employer can claim is limited to the 
depreciation calculated on the car cost limit, which is less than the luxury tax threshold to which the FBT 
exemption will apply. This ‘reduction’ in the income tax deduction available to an employer leads to an 
increase in effective costs, which are typically then passed by the employer to the employee to fund the 
benefit provision. More importantly, this mismatch may diminish the incentive for employers to take up 
ZLEVs under lease arrangements and for employees under packaging arrangements. 

Separately, a taxpayer who purchases an electric vehicle which is greater than the car cost limit is only 
able to claim a maximum GST credit of one-eleventh of the car cost limit. Again, this limitation may 
dissuade take-up and therefore, the overall impact of the policy. 

These issues may be addressed by harmonising the car cost limit, and subsequent GST credit limit, with 
the LCT threshold (at least for ZLEVs subject to the FBT exemption). 

Separately, though connected to the LCT threshold, the Bill also does not make it clear how the LCT 
threshold should be determined - for example, if the ZLEV on its own is under the LCT threshold, 
however, accessories (e.g., self-driving computer) are added to the vehicle, the exemption should 
continue to apply in our view, however, this should be made clear through the text of the Bill. 

Proposal V: Consider whether the definition of ZLEV needs to be expanded 

Currently, the definition of a ZLEV includes “battery electric vehicles”, “hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles” 
and a “plug-in hybrid electric vehicle”.  

Queries have been raised by some employers and leasing / salary packaging administrators, in particular 
with respect to “plug-in hybrid electric vehicles”, whether there is a minimum battery size/range or 
specification to qualify. The current draft of the Bill suggests that there is no restriction, however, it may 
be prudent to qualify this either through the text of the legislation or through the Explanatory 
Memorandum. 

Further, given the advancements in technology, it is feasible that new vehicles are developed that may 
not meet one of the definitions noted for the exemption, albeit the vehicle would objectively be low or zero 
emission. Accordingly, the Bill could potentially also include scope for further declarations through 
regulation or legislative instrument or ATO pronouncements where such vehicles qualify (particularly in 
the event that the exemption is extended beyond 3 years). 

Proposal VI: categorising exempt car benefits for ZLEVs as ‘excluded’ fringe benefits 

An employee will have a reportable fringe benefit amount (RFBA) if the total taxable value of certain 
fringe benefits provided to the employee is greater than $2,000. An employee’s RFBA is used to calculate 
or determine a number of liabilities or levies, including: 
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● Medicare levy surcharge;

● Division 293 tax on superannuation contributions;

● Repayments for Higher Education Loan Program, Trade Support Loan and other various student
loans; and/or 

● Child support obligations.

Furthermore, an employee’s entitlement to, or eligibility for, the following are dependent on the 
employee’s RFBA: 

● Parental leave pay;

● Family Tax Benefit Part A and Part B family assistance payments;

● Private health insurance rebate; and/or

● Offset of non-commercial business losses.

In its current form, the Bill requires an employer to disregard the FBT exemption for ZLEV benefits when 
determining whether an employee has a reportable fringe benefit amount (RFBA). Therefore, the “taxable 
value” of a ZLEV benefit is considered by an employer for RFBA purposes as if the exemption was not 
applied.  

As reasoned in the Explanatory Memorandum, this is to “ensure fairness in the tax and transfer systems”, 
given that an employee’s RFBA is used to calculate various entitlements or liabilities. However, in our 
view, this approach has the potential to significantly (and adversely) affect employees, particularly where 
employers make a unilateral decision to update their fleets to ZLEVs from ICEs. 

As highlighted by the Labor Government in its pre-election policy announcement, there are only five 
electric cars available in Australia for under $60,000. By comparison, an ICE sedan could cost as low as 
$20,000. Whilst an employer may be able to economically justify the transfer of fleet cars to ZLEVs, an 
employee in this instance will likely have a significant RFBA and potential economic impact for the various 
programs noted (e.g., decreased childcare rebate; increased education-loan repayments; etc.). In the 
alternative, employees may be forced into making post-tax contributions to offset some of this impact, 
such that the net cost to the employee increases. 

Using a comparative differential of $40,000 in cost price, this could be a $15,095 RFBA. Assuming an 
individual whose “repayment income” for education-loan purposes was $55,000, this increases their 
“repayment income” to $70,095, translating to a move from a 1% repayment rate (on $55,000) to a 3.5% 
repayment rate on ($70,095). This is an illustration of the significant impact that could result and does not 
correlate to the intention to “ensure fairness”. 

To address this, the Federal Government may consider excluding exempt car fringe benefits for ZLEVs 
from reporting requirements, providing a reduction in the RFBA to be reported (e.g. a 50% reduction), or 
alternatively, limiting the instances where there is a need for reporting. 
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Proposal VII - Consider extending the application of the Bill to include non-cars 

In order for the FBTAA amendments to apply to a vehicle, the vehicle must first be considered a “car” for 
FBT purposes. That is, the vehicle must be a “motor vehicle4 (except a motorcycle or similar vehicle) 
designed to carry a load of less than 1 tonne and fewer than 9 passengers”. The Explanatory 
Memorandum reinforces the position that the proposed amendments are specifically limited to cars by 
confirming "there is no change to the treatment of fringe benefits involving the use of other electric 
vehicles that are not cars, such as motorbikes”. 

Therefore, it would appear that, in its current form, the Bill would not apply to electric bikes (e-bikes) 
since it is the ATO’s position that an e-bike is not considered a car5. However, e-bikes present an 
alternative to passenger cars which are likely to be more cost-effective than an electric car for consumers 
and emit less carbon dioxide than the use of an ICE vehicle.  

As noted in the Federal Government’s pre-election policy announcement, passenger cars contribute to 
almost 10 per cent of Australia’s carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, the Federal Government should 
consider expanding the eligibility requirements of the proposed FBT amendments to include electric 
motor vehicles which may not be “cars” to be used as alternatives to passenger cars, including e-bikes, e-
scooters, as an example. 

In addition, many vehicle fleets comprise vehicles designed to carry greater than one tonne vehicles (for 
example, utility vehicles and certain dual cabs).  These fall outside of the definition of a car for FBT 
purposes also. 

Whilst there are currently limited electric vehicles of this nature, it would not be unreasonable to forecast 
that this circumstance will change in the near future.  An exemption for such vehicles will become 
important to achieve the stated policy intent, plus encourage manufacturers and importers to provide such 
vehicles for the Australian market. 

4 Motor vehicle meaning “any motor-powered road vehicle (including a 4 wheel drive vehicle)” per the ITAA. 

5 Per ATO Class Ruling 2020/68 - E-stralian Pty. Ltd. – use of an electric bicycle by an employee (ATO CR 2020/68), it was found 
that e-bikes are considered motor vehicles but are not cars, on the basis that an e-bike is a bicycle powered by a motor and thus 
considered a motor cycle (which is specifically excepted from being a car per the ITAA). The type of motor was said to not affect the 
classification of the vehicle. 
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Appendix C - “Australia’s Transition to Electric Vehicles”

Deloitte Report  
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Foreword

The National Automotive Leasing and Salary

Packaging Association (NALSPA) has commissioned

Deloitte to undertake this study to assess the uptake

of zero emission vehicles in Australia compared to

global.

The decarbonisation of transport is an important enabler for

Australia to reduce emissions to net zero by 2050. This

decarbonisation will require a gradual transition away from

ICE as the predominate power train for motor vehicles and

other like transportation vehicles and vessels, and a move

towards zero emission vehicles, of which electric vehicles are

the predominant opportunity at present.

NALSPA commissioned Deloitte to undertake a study to

better understand and compare the adoption of zero

emission vehicles (ZEV’S), and in particular battery electric

vehicles (EV’s), in Australia and globally and to identify the

key issues and policy initiatives that we could consider as a

nation in order to support an effective transition to a ZEV

future. The study explored various global jurisdiction’s EV

policies; government policy in Australia; charging

infrastructure; EV product availability and various taxation

implications.

This study assessed Australia’s current position in relation to

EV uptake and consumer sentiment and identified the

impediments that have seen Australia lag behind many other

global jurisdictions in the pace of EV uptake. The study

outlined unique elements of the Australian market and the

policy settings that have contributed to this slower uptake,

and explored what the current trajectory may mean for

Australia in terms of EV uptake by 2030.

Importantly, through studying successes and opportunities

in global markets this report provides an understanding into

levers government can consider to support greater EV

uptake to avoid Australia being left behind other developed

nations in the transition to net zero.

This document provides a summary overview of the Deloitte

study, learnings and recommendations. It is designed to

provide the reader easy access to the insights gained by

Deloitte in the study.

It is noted that at the time of writing this report, the

Australian Labour Party have just been elected with a

number of policy initiatives designed to increase EV

uptake in Australia, including:

• FBT exemption for Electric Vehicles that are provided

through work for private use (under the LCT threshold)

• Import tariff exemption for Electric Vehicles (under the

LCT threshold)

• $39.3 million to deliver 117 fast charging stations on

highways across Australia at an average interval of

150km on major roads.

This report has been prepared by Deloitte exclusively

for NALSPA specific to their scope and has not been

prepared for any other third party reliance.
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Overview
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Higher EV uptake markets Globally are supported by national policy 
across a various areas…

Price Parity appears to be 
overcome in jurisdictions 

with approx. AUD 
$10,000+ subsidies or 

tax benefits

Charging infrastructure 
support also includes 

support for business and 
private charging units 

(c. AUD $1000).

Each jurisdiction with 
higher EV uptake has also 
provided driving benefits 

for EV’s over ICE 
vehicles.

Insufficient policy settings have failed to overcome price premium issues 
and have not encouraged OEMs to focus EV product development for 

Australia…

State-by-state analysis 
shows that even with 4 
years of fuel savings for 
the average driver, EV’s 
are still between $6k 

- $9k from price
parity. 

EV share is highest in 
the ACT, where there 
has been more govt 

policy supporting EV’s 
over a longer period.

OEMs currently don’t have a penchant to develop RHD EV’s aimed for Australia 
without a higher level of federal government support...

Unlike most global markets, 
around 70% of all 

Australian vehicle sales 
are SUV and Dual Cab, both 
segments lacking EV models. 

Japanese brands dominate the 
Australian market at over 60% 

of new vehicle sales.  
Currently Japanese brands have 
been slow to the EV table, with 

few product offerings.

A lot of talk focuses on public charging infrastructure; overlooking the 
critical role of business and private charging

In most populist states, 
installed fast charging units 

enable 350km+ range 
vehicles to travel freely to 

many major towns.

79% of Australian 
consumers expect to 

charge at home (55% with 
solar), potentially easing 

pressure on public charging 
infrastructure.

A significant portion of Australian consumer’s EV sentiment is shifting 
positively – but blockers remain…

65% of all those interested in 
EV’s want to purchase for 

under $50k, but 89% of ZEVs 
available are over $50K

It is estimated that 75-80% of 
EV charging overseas occurs 
in the home, where users can 
plug in overnight and awake to 

a fully charged battery.

More than half of Australians
are saying they would consider 

an EV as their next car.

Govt fleet purchasing 
should support OEM 

model introduction and 
stimulate the used EV 

market.

Federal and State 
initiatives are not aligned 
and do not portray a positive 

message about the 
committment to transitioning 

to a ZEV future.



Without the right products to suit Australian’s consumer

preferences, it may be challenging to significantly increase

EV uptake.

Electric Vehicle (EV) sales have been growing rapidly in recent

years. Whilst EV sales in Australia tripled in 2021, our overall EV

uptake significantly trails the leading global jurisdictions.

• In Norway, EV market share in 2021 soared to over 85% of

total vehicle sales.

• In Australia, the EV market share is just 2%.

Whilst Norway is a very different market to Australia and is a stand

out global leader, 2021 has seen many developed nations more akin

to Australia such as the UK, Germany and France, achieving around

20% EV market share. The USA exceeds Australia at 4%, with the

state of California achieving 12.8% EV share.

Whilst current market share is low, Australian sentiment

towards EV’s is becoming more positive.

• Almost half of all Australians see themselves driving an

electric vehicle in 2030.

This improving consumer sentiment is still held back by key areas

that are significant blocking points:

1. EV Price Premiums

2. Lack of product availability in popular

segments

3. Charging infrastructure concerns

Electric Vehicle Price Premiums

The biggest blocker to EV uptake in Australia is the price premium

for an electric vehicle versus a comparable ICE powered vehicle.

Even taking into account the various state subsidies and the fuel

savings of an EV, the ownership cost over 4 years of an EV against

a comparable ICE vehicle is still $6k to $9k higher overall

depending on which state the vehicle is purchased in. BITRE

research finds that normal market forces will not resolve this price

disparity prior to 2030.

This EV price premium issue also impacts employer provided

vehicles. Calculations have identified that the current higher

upfront purchase cost of EVs (and lower ongoing running costs)

makes it less attractive to employees who are looking to package a

vehicle.

• the current 'cost to salary package' for an employee electing to

take an EV is approximately 50% more expensive than its ICE

equivalent.

Product Availability

Alongside this EV price premium problem is the lack of available

EV products that suit Australian consumer wants. The

Australian market currently lacks both product that falls within

consumers target price bands or meets consumers buying vehicle

style and functionality preference.

Firstly, EV’s are not available in the price brackets that consumers

want:

• 65% of all those interested in EV’s are looking to

purchase in the sub $50,000 bracket, whilst 89% of

available EV’s are over $50,000.

Secondly, EV’s product is lacking in segments and by brands that

are more popular in Australia than overseas markets:

• 72% of vehicles sold in Australia are SUV’s and Dual

Cabs, both segments having almost no EV product availability

currently nor likely in the near term.

• 60% of sold vehicles are Japanese brands with minimal EV

product pipeline.

Overcoming EV Price Premiums

Analysis, including that of global markets with higher EV uptake has

shown that:

• price parity concerns have been overcome with EV

subsidies of around AUD$10,000.

• For employee provided vehicles, calculations have shown that an

FBT exemption overcomes price parity, in some instances

seeing an EV requiring less salary contributions than equivalent

ICE vehicles

Furthermore, UK experience demonstrates that the implementation

of zero company tax on EV's (introduced 20/21) drove a sharp rise

in EV uptake.

Getting the Right EV Product for Australians

Implementing policies to overcome price parity is also critical to

drive greater OEM EV focus on Australia and increase EV

product availability here.

• OEM’s have prioritised EV models and stock to countries with

higher EV subsidies that lessen price disparity

• Local OEM distributors, such as Volkswagen Group Australia Pty

Ltd, with EV’s available overseas, have identified that without

subsidies models won’t be developed for Australia.

• Mandatory CO2 emissions targets may also assist to lift

product availability, if they are supported by key EV policy

actions to increase EV demand. Critically, blunt implementation

of this policy lever risks damage to consumer sentiment.

Executive Summary
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Importantly, Government policy should additionally target key

segments that lack EV product to encourage OEMs to develop

right hand drive product for these segments, such as:

• left hand drive pick ups becoming available to the US

• Japanese brands large SUVs developed for the US

Such policy actions to encourage availability of large SUV and dual

cab EV’s could include:

• Short term taxation legislation supporting business use

EV product (e.g. Instant asset write-off extension for EV’s to

support EV dual cab imports),

• Targeted government fleet purchasing to support new EV

product.

Of critical importance to drive EV uptake in Australia, is policy that

secures the right EV product, sufficiently supported via subsidy or

taxation legislation, to be at the right affordability levels to meet

a majority of Australian consumer needs.

Consideration Factors for EV Purchase

Source: Consumer Attitudes Survey, Electric Vehicle Council, 2021.

Range Anxiety and Charging Infrastructure Concerns

Not only are electric vehicles more expensive than ICE equivalents

and key segments in Australia remain heavily unrepresented, but

range anxiety and charging infrastructure are also viewed as EV

blockers by Australian consumers.

• Whilst almost 70% are discouraged to purchase an EV due

to range and 85% by charging infrastructure, there is

great opportunity to overcome these perceptions.

• Education is vital, with more than 75% of EV’s currently on

the market having a range above 350km.

• When coupled with the fact that the average Australian drives

just 36km per day, this range sees most Australian’s getting

almost 10 days driving off a single overnight AC charge.

There is also a great opportunity to develop our private charging

infrastructure to assist in meeting EV charging requirements.

• Studies show that 79% of Australians expect to charge at

home with 55% expecting to utilise solar.

• Supporting this is research identifying over 75% of European

and US charging is undertaken at home.

Global studies of markets with higher EV uptake have shown

not only a focus on increasing public charging infrastructure, but

also support for private infrastructure.

• These markets have consistently provided subsidies and tax

incentives of around AUD$1,000 towards the installation of

private and business charging infrastructure, supporting

consumers to charge at home.

Government policy supporting the installation of private

charging infrastructure via subsidies or adjustments to taxation

legislation can lessen reliance on public charging and also assist

Australian households to capitalise on other EV benefits such as

Vehicle to Grid (V2G) and Vehicle to Home (V2H) in the future as a

mobile battery source.

EV Commuter Perks Have Been Utilised to Assist EV Uptake

Globally

Global jurisdictions have also implemented a myriad of various

commuter perks to help drive EV uptake, the likes of which have

seen little implementation here. Across Europe and also California,

EV owners have access to:

• express and bus lanes to speed up commutes,

• along with priority and free inner city parking,

• in some European cities, inner city access is even limited to EV’s

only.

Nationally consistent commuter benefits as introduced overseas,

such as EV access to express lanes and preferential inner

city/town parking could be introduced across Australia.

Increasing EV Uptake Needs Policy Support

With price parity unlikely to occur before 2030, it is evident that to

drive EV uptake and ensure Australia does not get left behind other

markets in terms of EV product availability, concerted and

consistent government policy is required to address the

current pricing, product and charging infrastructure issues.
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1. Electric Vehicles.
Where is Australia

really at?
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Growing EV sales, but off a base far lower than consumer sentiment would suggest…

Whilst sales of EV’s in Australia are growing and increased almost 300% in 2021, this is off a very low base. When looking at

Australian EV market share, it is well behind the EV sales and EV vehicle ownership levels of comparable global economies,

including the USA, Canada and the UK. Furthermore, almost 60% of Australian EV sales are Tesla’s, with growth aligned very

much to the launch of the Tesla Model 3 product in the second half of 2020, and subsequent increased stock availability of that

model through 2021.

However, in the early stages of 2022, vehicle brands are increasingly reporting higher interest in their electric vehicle product

which unfortunately cannot be met due to low supply levels, with most brands having extremely low levels of EV stock arriving

in Australia this year.

Electric Vehicle (BEV and PHEV) Market Share 2021

Source: Transportation & Logistics, Statista, 2021.

At present, Australia’s take-up of EV’s is well behind comparable global economies that have seen focussed government efforts

to drive uptake of EV’s as a strategic element in achieving emission reduction targets. It is clear when comparing countries that

EV market share can be significantly driven by government policy and messaging.

1. Electric Vehicles. Where is Australia really at?
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A more positive EV sentiment than may be expected…

With a geographical landscape that differs to most countries

across the globe, including vast expanses between cities, it

would be fair to assume that Australian consumers may not be

as positive towards a shift to EVs as the general global

consensus.

However, despite a small EV base and minimal product

exposure, the sentiment amongst consumers is building

positively. In fact, Australian consumers preference to

purchase an electric vehicle over other fuel types as their next

car is in line with the global average at 7% and ahead of the

United States.

Furthermore, recent studies have also identified that

Australians in general appear positive about the future move

to EV, with 54% prepared to consider an EV as their next car

purchase, and 49% seeing themselves driving an EV by 2030.
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Consumer Likelihood to Purchase an EV as Next Vehicle
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88%

Agree access to home 
charging encourages EV 
purchase

50% 

Indicated a cost reduction 
(via subsidy or tax 
discount) would encourage 
purchase

54% 

Consider an EV their 
next car purchase

Source: Global Automotive Consumer Study, Deloitte Australia, 2021.



2. What are the
key impediments 

to take up?
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2. What are the impediments to
Electric Vehicle take up in Australia?

With low EV market share in Australia compared to many other global markets, despite an increasingly positive consumer

sentiment, it is important to identify the specific local impediments to EV uptake. These impediments have been identified as

follows:

2.1. The impact of the EV Price Differential to comparable ICE vehicles

There are a number of critical factors that are slowing take-up of electric vehicles by Australian consumers compared to other

markets, with a major factor being the price differential between an EV and a comparable ICE vehicle. Even with subsidies

beginning to appear at a state government level and fuel savings of an EV factored in, the lowest priced available EV’s still

present a significant additional whole of life cost of ownership to consumers of approximately $6,000 in the most heavily

subsidised states. This difference factors in solid residuals of an EV. However, from a consumer’s view focussing more

singularly on the purchase price, this differential increases to as high as almost $13,000 in some states, even with fuel savings

factored in.

Figure 4: Cost of Ownership Comparison (Including Fuel Savings) Over 4 Years

Figure 5: Cost of Ownership Comparison (Including Fuel And Depreciation) Over 4 Years

Sources: Hyundai Ioniq 5 EV, Hyundai, 2022. Mazda CX3 Akari ICE, Mazda, 2022. Which Australian states offer the best EV incentives? Car
Sales, 2022. Petrol car $14/100km vs EV $4/100km, Electric Vehicle Council, 2022. Latest fuel consumption in Australia, Budget Direct,
2020. * Residual value taken from a sample of BMW i3’s and Mazda CX3 Akari’s from 2017 lower bound private sale figures utilised.
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State
Subsidised EV 

Cost

4 Year EV 

Residual
ICE Cost

4 Year ICE 

Residual

EV additional 

depreciation 

cost

Annual 

KM

EV fuel 

saving over 4 

Years

EV 

additional 

cost over 4 

years

Extra 

Kms/year 

to 

breakeven

WA $59,908 $34,394 $41,264 $29,266 $13,516 13,300 $5,320 $8,196 20,491

NT $58,417 $33,538 $40,772 $28,917 $13,024 13,300 $5,320 $7,704 19,261

ACT $56,928 $32,683 $40,217 $28,524 $12,551 13,300 $5,320 $7,231 18,079

TAS $56,251 $32,294 $40,831 $28,959 $12,085 13,300 $5,320 $6,765 16,912 

NSW $55,658 $31,954 $40,895 $29,004 $11,813 13,300 $5,320 $6,493 16,234

VIC $55,767 $32,016 $41,298 $29,290 $11,743 13,300 $5,320 $6,423 16,057 

SA $55,434 $31,825 $40,889 $29,000 $11,720 13,300 $5,320 $6,400 16,000

QLD $54,864 $31,498 $40,675 $28,848 $11,539 13,300 $5,320 $6,219 15,548

State Subsidised EV Cost ICE Cost Annual KM Fuel Saving over 4 Years
EV additional cost over 

4 years

Extra Kms/year 

to breakeven

WA $59,908 $41,264 13,300 $5,320 $13,324 33,310

NT $58,417 $40,772 13,300 $5,320 $12,325 30,813

SA $58,434 $40,889 13,300 $5,320 $12,225 23,063

TAS $56,251 $40,831 13,300 $5,320 $10,100 25,250 

NSW $55,658 $40,895 13,300 $5,320 $9,443 23,608 

VIC $55,767 $41,298 13,300 $5,320 $9,149 22,873

QLD $54,864 $40,675 13,300 $5,320 $8,869 22,173

ACT $52,888 $40,217 13,300 $5,320 $7,351 18,378 



The current price differential between EV’s and comparable ICE vehicles is unlikely to close through manufacturing,

material cost savings and natural competitive tension before 2030. Considering the Bureau of Infrastructure and

Transport Research Economics (BITRE) forecasts for EV pricing changes, and including lower EV charging costs against ICE petrol

costs, an EV is expected to still be behind a comparable ICE vehicle in 2030.

EV vs ICE Price Differential Forecasts Including Fuel - MRRP Not Including On-road Costs

12

Source: Electric Vehicle Uptake: Modelling a Global Phenomenon, Bureau of Infrastructure and Transport Research Economics, 2019.
* Estimated prices using Bitre price parity forecasts for median price EVs, Fuel & charging costs calculated over 5 years of usage utilising average price per 100km from Gizmodo

and distance travelled per year from Budgetdirect. Estimates do not take into account changing prices for fuel or charging.

These factors collectively highlight the price parity gap that EV’s face against comparable ICE and hybrid product

currently, and into the mid term future, indicating that this is both a current and future impediment to growing EV uptake

locally.

CONSIDERATION…
If there is a goal to achieve price parity, it appears to be achieved in 
global jurisdictions with approx. AUD $10,000+ subsidies or tax 

benefits.  Additionally, such a subsidy would provide a positive signal 
to OEMs.
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Comparison –
Hatchbacks

Electric Plug-in Hybrid Hybrid Petrol

Hyundai IONIQ Elite 
Electric

Hyundai IONIQ 
Premium PHEV

Hyundai IONIQ 
Premium Hybrid

Hyundai i30 ACTIVE 
Auto Hatch

FBT base value $49,970 $47,950 $41,390 $26,920

Pre-tax deductions 
required per year

$3,340 $3,273 $3,168 $4,047

Post-tax deductions 
required per year

$9,994 $9,590 $8,278 $5,384

Total estimated yearly 
tax savings

$1,153 $1,129 $1,093 $1,396

Total reduction in take 
home pay (per year)

$12,182 $11,734 $10,200 $8,035

Comparison – Small 
SUVs

Electric Plug-in Hybrid Hybrid Petrol

KIA Niro S Electric KIA Niro S PHEV KIA Niro S Hybrid Mazda CX-3 Akari 2WD 
Auto

FBT base value $62,590 $46,590 $39,990 $38,579

Pre-tax deductions 
required per year

$4,460 $3,982 $3,879 $3,476

Post-tax deductions 
required per year

$12,518 $9,318 $7,998 $7,716

Total estimated yearly 
tax savings

$1,539 $1,374 $1,339 $1,199

Total reduction in take 
home pay (per year)

$15,440 $11,926 $10,538 $9,993

Comparison –
Small/medium SUVs

Electric Plug-in Hybrid Hybrid Petrol

Hyundai KONA Elite 
Electric

Mitsubishi Outlander 
ES PHEV

Toyota RAV4 GXL 
Hybrid

Mazda CX-5 Maxx 
Sport 2WD Auto

FBT base value $54,500 $48,544 $42,485 $34,674

Pre-tax deductions 
required per year

$4,991 $3,817 $3,145 $3,981

Post-tax deductions 
required per year

$10,900 $9,709 $8,497 $6,935

Total estimated yearly 
tax savings

$1,184 $1,317 $1,085 $1,374

Total reduction in take 
home pay (per year)

$13,148 $12,209 $10,557 $9,542
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This price gap impacts the 'cost to package’ for salary packaged vehicles. In the table below we can see that higher

priced EV’s with their lower running costs, resulting in a higher reduction in take home pay per year than comparable ICE or

Hybrid vehicles.

Figure 7: Salary Packaged vehicle comparisons
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CONSIDERATION…

Implement the FBT exemption policy to support price parity for 
packaged electric vehicles and assist in creating a used EV market 

place.



89%

Of EV’s currently available 
are over $50,000

65%

Of consumers want an EV 
under $50k
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2.2. The impact of a lack of EV product availability in

popular Australian vehicle segments

Currently, the electric vehicle product available to Australian

consumers does not align with their price expectations, vehicle model

and functionality and vehicle manufacturer. These factors are

specific to the Australian market.

EV’s currently available in Australia mostly sit outside of the price

brackets that Australian consumers are looking at when considering

an EV. 65% of Australians interested in EV’s are wanting to

purchase for under $50,000. However, 89% of the available

electric vehicles sit outside that price bracket, significantly

restricting purchase.
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Source: Submission to the Australian Government on the Future Fuels Strategy discussion paper, Electric Vehicle Council, 2021. 



72%

Vehicles purchased in 
Australia are SUV or Dial 
Cab, with no EV offering
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Product Availability – Key model considerations

For most Australian consumers, there is currently no “fit for purpose” EV option if they are looking for an SUV that may support

their family and recreational needs, or a dual cab ute to support their business or occupational needs. With a stronger EV focus in

the US from the current administration and US vehicle manufacturers including Ford and General Motors, there is greater

potential for large SUV and dual cab EV product to be developed. However, as a right hand drive market, Australia risks

being overlooked in the early introduction of new vehicles developed as left hand drive.

This difficulty may exacerbate the model range issues we are currently identifying longer term. Importantly, a lack of such

product may restrict Australian consumers considering and purchasing EV, as there is may not be “fit for purpose” EV product

available to them.

What impact could large pick up ZEV have on the dual cab segment – could it become even stronger with lower 
running costs?

In addition to the lack of EV product available under $50,000, is the lack of available EV product in the most popular vehicle

segments. In 2021, over 70% of vehicles purchased in Australia were SUV and Dual Cab utes, with most of the SUVs

purchased being larger vehicles. Currently there are no electric Dual Cab utes or Large SUVs (under $150k) available in

Australia and the level of expansion into these segments globally is very limited at present.

Top 10 Models by country

Sources: Norway: All-Electric Car Sales Reach New Record In September, InsideEVs, 2021. (Half Year) Germany Best-Selling Car Brands

and Models, Best Selling Cars, 2021. Top 25 Bestselling Cars, Trucks, and SUVs of 2021, Car and Driver, 2021. VFACTS September 2021,

Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries, 2021.

Norway Germany USA Australia
1 Tesla Model Y VW Golf Ford F-Series Toyota Hilux
2 Tesla Model 3 VW Tiguan Ram Pickup Ford Ranger
3 Skoda Enyaq VW Passat Chevrolet Silverado Toyota RAV4
4 Toyota RAV4 VW T-Roc Toyota RAV4 Mazda CX-5
5 Audi e-tron Opel Corsa Honda CR-V Toyota Corolla
6 Volkswagen ID.4 Fiat Ducato Toyota Camry Isuzu D-Max
7 Hyundai IONIQ 5 Skoda Octavia Nissan Rogue Mitsubishi Triton
8 Ford Mustang Mach-E BMW 3ER Toyota Corolla Hyundai i30
9 Volkswagen ID.3 VW Up Honda Civic Toyota Landcruiser
10 Nissan Leaf Mini - Mini Toyota Highlander Kia Cerato

Legend
Passenger

SUV

Dual-Cab

Other



26.6%

15.2%
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The Australian automobile market is

also dominated by Japanese brands

making up 60% of Australian

vehicle sales, but currently offering

very little choice of EV product. The

Japanese brands are lagging other

global manufacturers in the

production and delivery of ZEV, which

has meant limited consumer choice of

EV product provided by trusted and

favoured Japanese brands. This

means for many Australian consumers

a shift in brand to transition to EV.

Even with a lack of affordable “fit for purpose” and “favoured brand” EV product currently available in Australia, we are still

seeing EV demand outpacing supply. Hyundai and Kia have both reported selling out of their allocated supply of Ioniq5 and EV6

models in a day whilst Tesla reports Model3 wait times are almost 12 months. Due to a historical and ongoing lack of

national direction and co-ordinated EV policy and support, global brands are choosing to provide much more of their

scarce EV supply to other markets instead of Australia.

CONSIDERATION…

Federal EV Policy actions are 
required to encourage OEMs 
to develop appropriate EV’s 

for the Australian market

Govt fleet purchasing 
should support OEM model 
introduction and stimulate 

the used EV market

15%

EU

Japan

China

Korea

62%

Japan

EU

USA
China

Korea

Top 15 OEMs – EV vs ICE Country Of Origin June 2021 YTD

ICE EV

Source: VFACTS September 2021, Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries, 2021. 

VFACTS: Australia's car sales for September 2021 detailed, Car Expert, 2021.  
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2.3. Charging capacity and range have been misunderstood as EV blockers

Range anxiety has been an ongoing factor impacting EV uptake in Australia. Historically, available EV’s had lower range (eg. Renault

Kangoo had less than 100km in real range), but today, more than 75% of new EV’s on the market have a range of over 350km.

When compared to the average daily kilometres travelled by vehicles in Australia of just 36km, it is clear that range would very rarely be an

issue for most consumers.

Regional EV travel

Whilst both state and federal governments have been

focussed on a need to build public charging

infrastructure, analysis shows that the currently

built publicly available infrastructure meets the

needs of the majority of the current EV vehicle

fleet and their driving range. Significant historical

industry and government discussion around public and

fast charging infrastructure requirements has

potentially impacted consumer sentiment to be

concerned about EV public fast charging infrastructure.

What are the impediments to 
Electric Vehicle take up in Australia?

Model choice

Driving range

Purchase cost

DiscourageEncourage

Charging
Infrastructure

Consideration Factors for EV Purchase

Source: Consumer Attitudes Survey, Electric Vehicle Council, 2021.
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Potentially also further easing the concerns around range and government funded charging infrastructure is the growing

interest from private enterprise to develop commercial solutions in the charging space. Key motoring industry players,

such as the RACV and Ampol, are investing in public charging infrastructure networks that can be expected to enable consumers

to fast charge their EVs (at a commercial rate) in more and more public locations. Additionally, major energy players such as

AGL and Origin, are also investing in this space for the future.

Adding opportunity to this is the safer and cleaner application of electric charging compared to fuel, enabling charging locations to

be at current destinations (such as shopping centres and fast food outlets), rather than stand alone refuelling stations. However,

to continue this investment growth based on commercial viability, these operators require more EV owners looking to purchase

electricity to charge their vehicles.

Research also shows that 79% of Australian consumers expect to charge at home, and that overseas 75-80% of EV

charging is done at home. With new electric vehicle range being closer to 400km, availability of home charging should see

charging infrastructure not being an issue for most Australian consumers, particularly the majority in metro areas.

Despite this penchant for home charging, at present, there is no federal or state government support towards the cost of adding

personal home charging infrastructure or business charging infrastructure.

Location people expect to charge their EV most often

CONSIDERATION……

Global jurisdictions with higher EV uptake have provided 
subsides to support private and business charging 

infrastructure
These have been in the form of rebates or tax initiatives
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2.4. Tax Legislation

Current taxation policy requires review and modernisation to ensure that it can be applied to EV’s in an equitable and compliant

manner. There are many issues that should be addressed with adjustments to legislation or operational changes by the ATO, to

better take into account some of the new complexities with EV’s, particularly around charging. The below key items should be

considered to support greater EV uptake:

• Salary Packaging Comparison calculations: Due to the higher base value and higher lease costs, it costs approx. 50%

more take-home pay to choose to package an EV.

Calculations show that in many cases, an FBT base value exemption leads to a similar or lower take-home pay

amount to choose an EV instead of a comparable ICE vehicle.

Implementation of an FBT exemption for employer provided electric vehicles can be implemented to

overcome price parity issues for EVs. For example, It costs less in take-home pay to package a Hyundai KONA

Elite Electric and MG ZS Essence EV than the ICE equivalent vehicles when the EV’s only are FBT exempt.

The UK’s introduction of 0% company tax on fully electric vehicles supported a more than doubling of EV market

share, highlighting the potential an FBT exemption for employer provided electric vehicles has to drive EV uptake.

• Capitalisation & Exemption of charging infrastructure at employees' home: Current FBT legislation makes it unlikely

that charging infrastructure expenditure is able to be capitalised into the statutory formula base of the EV or be viewed as an

exempt running cost.

Global jurisdictions with higher EV uptake have supported private charging infrastructure.

Private charging infrastructure should be treated as an operating cost for employer provided vehicles,

which aligns to current scenarios where fuel delivery is included in fuel prices which are treated as operating costs.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS…

Implementation of an FBT 
exemption for employer 

provided electric vehicles has 
been found to overcome price 

parity issues

Capitalisation of Home 
Charging stations under Tax 
legislation to support private 

installations and lessen reliance on 
public charging infrastructure.

• Current Tax Status of EV Recharging Costs: Whilst recharging costs are likely to be FBT-exempt, there are challenges in

measuring, valuing and substantiating this expenditure.

A shortcut method should be introduced by the ATO to enable employees to claim this running cost

A specific exemption should apply for charging at work
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• Road User Charge (RUC) Exemption: It is possible, but unlikely that the RUC is an exempt running cost based on the link

to registration. If such costs are packaged, they are expected to be fully subject to FBT, aside from any business use

percentage.

RUC should be deemed an exempt running cost – RUC is levied by government to replace lost fuel excise. As

fuel excise is an embedded tax in the price of petrol and diesel it is deemed to be an exempt running cost for an

employer provided vehicle. RUC should have the same FBT status as fuel excise.

• Tax considerations with respect to charging at work: While the salary packaging avenue directly benefits the

consumer, the deductibility of charging-related items to the employer may present an opportunity for the uptake of EVs to be

further encouraged. An employer who has installed charging infrastructure in a cost-effective manner would encourage their

employees to utilise such infrastructure, in effect incentivising further uptake of salary packaging for EV’s.

There are a number of topics for consideration around taxation implications including but not limited to:

deductibility of charging infrastructure installation for employers;

deductibility of charging related electricity expenses;

deductibility of electricity costs of charging company owned EV’s at home for the employee;

FBT around employee use of V2G to recharge their EV at work to then power their home at night

Opportunities have been identified to address many of these through taxation legislative change, ATO practical

compliance guidelines and others, to support employers to provide charging infrastructure for employee use to

assist further uptake of salary packaging for EV’s.



3.1 EV Uptake Scenario 1 – Assumptions factoring lower EV policies pre-election

Understanding Australia’s current position regarding EV uptake and the impediments that have led to our low EV share

comparable to other jurisdictions, makes it important to consider where this may place Australia in terms of EV share over the

next decade and how policy actions indicated by the newly elected ALP government may also impact this trajectory.

Many jurisdictions have set major targets for the year 2030 around both emissions and EV share, so we have developed a

scenario tool to consider potential EV market share scenarios for Australia based on various assumptions, leading up to 2030.

Under this particular scenario 1 we have input assumptions based on EV policy prior to the federal election – therefore it

assumes no new EV policies.

The assumed impact of this is that current Top 10 brands would not accelerate their EV model line up and we are left with less

model options than overseas (primarily passenger electric vehicles that are on sale in the UK). Utilising the electric vehicle supply

forecasts announced by OEM’s, and overlaying this onto the current Australian vehicle purchase patterns to make a number of

volume assumptions, this scenario suggests that Australia will potentially achieve a 23% EV take-up by 2030 (based on these

input assumptions).

This scenario includes assumptions that Tesla continues to import new models to Australia driving growth as they arrive and

European brands such as Volvo who are moving to 100% EV production also see an increase in EV sales.

Scenario 1 - EV Uptake (Assumptions made considering EV policy prior to federal election)

*Deloitte has built a framework which is designed to be populated in a collaborative nature with NALSPA to understand potential EV uptake on a

number of assumptions. The current assumptions in the scenarios are based on estimates from our industry experts as agreed with Nalspa and do not 

represent validated forecast figures.

Key assumptions

• Subsidies remain indifferent by state; total market remains steady (2% growth 2022/23 only)

• No federal government direct EV support (subsidies)

• Lack of new EV models / delay in model availability in key segments (e.g. Dual Cabs / large SUVs)

• Includes State Government fleets shifting to ZEV by 2030

Scenario approach

• Uptake remains on current trend, with significant new model impact from Tesla Model Y and Model 2, and increase for

European brands shifting to ZEV.
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3. So what is the potential outcome
at Australia’s current trajectory?
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Scenario 1 EV Uptake Market Share



3.2 EV Uptake Scenario 2 – Assumptions factoring New ALP Policy

A scenario has also been developed where assumptions have been made in terms of increased OEM activity and consumer

sentiment, based on the ALP’s introduction of an FBT exemption for employer provided vehicles.

The assumptions in this scenario, based on the FBT exemption, focus on increased EV product availability, increasing consumer

choice and EV share based on higher business purchases like has been seen overseas.

The assumed impact of this is that current Top 10 brands begin to accelerate their EV model line up (particularly European

brands currently paying import duty) and we have more model options than before. Again, utilising the electric vehicle supply

forecasts announced by OEM’s, and overlaying this onto the potential Australian vehicle purchase patterns to make a number of

volume assumptions, this scenario suggests a potential Australian EV market share of 38% by 2030 (based on these input

assumptions).

This scenario also includes assumptions that Tesla continues to import new models to Australia driving growth, but also

assumptions that there will be some additional volume from different dual cabs and large SUVs from Toyota and Rivian as a

result of these new ALP EV policies. A growth factor assumption has also been included based on overseas examples.

Scenario 2: EV Uptake (Assumptions made considering ALP FBT Exemption Policy introduction)

*Deloitte has built a framework which is designed to be populated in a collaborative nature with NALSPA to understand potential EV uptake on a

number of assumptions. The current assumptions in the scenarios are based on estimates from our industry experts as agreed with Nalspa and do not

represent validated forecast figures.

Key assumptions

• Subsidies remain indifferent by state;

• ALP FBT Exemption supports greater model importation by OEMs

• Consumer infrastructure and range anxiety reduces to support better uptake of above models

• BYD and Rivian enter the Australian market – Assumption 2030 combined BEV volume 22,500 units

• Toyota introduces BEV dual cab / large SUVs towards 2030 (as per volume assumptions overleaf)

• The following assumptions overleaf have been made regarding top 10 brands and their BEV share of total sales (Volumes for

new Toyota dual cabs listed overleaf are in addition to the Toyota %)

Scenario approach

• Uptake lifts, supported by additional new models and business uptake

• UK saw 3.7% share increase with 100% Business Tax write-off.  Assumption is additional 3.7% share increase every 2 years

flattening after 2025 as new models support growth.

3. So what is the potential outcome
at Australia’s current trajectory?
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3. So what is the potential outcome
at Australia’s current trajectory?

Annualised Assumption: % BEV Share of brands total sales

2021 Volume 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Toyota 226,260 1% 4% 6% 8% 12% 15% 17% 20% 25%

Mazda 102,590 1% 1% 1% 1% 3% 5% 8% 12% 15%

Hyundai 73,241 2% 2% 2% 2% 5% 10% 20% 25% 40%

Ford 71,941 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Kia 68,819 2% 2% 2% 2% 5% 10% 15% 22% 30%

Mitsubishi 67,718 0% 0% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 6% 8%

Nissan 42,063 1% 1% 5% 5% 5% 12% 15% 20% 25%

Volkswagen 41,809 0% 0% 0% 3% 5% 10% 20% 35% 50%

MG 39,008 3% 3% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 40%

Subaru 37,321 0% 1% 2% 3% 5% 7% 9% 11% 15%

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Toyota Dual Cab 10,000 15,000 20,000 

Toyota Large SUV 15,000 

BYD (accepted low price EV) 1,000 1,500 2,500 3,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 12,500 

Rivian 2,500 2,500 4,000 5,000 7,500 10,000 

% EV Volume assumptions for top 10 brands

Volume assumptions for speculative brands / product



4. What actions can Australia take to
drive greater EV uptake?
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In the context of this report, Deloitte considers that there are three main blocking points that need to be overcome

if Australia is to increase EV uptake in line with other similiar global jurisdictions,:

• 4.1. Overcoming price parity issues resulting in more EV’s in the sub $50,000 price bracket that over 65% of

Australians are looking to purchase in

• 4.2. Ensuring that Australians have access to available EV product that suits the specific tastes of Australian

consumers, including dual cabs pick ups, larger SUVs and trusted Japanese brand EV product

• 4.3. Enhancing consumer confidence in vehicle range and supporting greater charging options to provide

consumers with comfort that EV provides a viable transport alternative for many Australians

Deloitte’s findings in this report demonstrate that there are a range of initiatives available to tackle each of these inhibiting

factors. Our studies indicate that many of these initiatives are being successfully used in other global jurisdictions, including

markets similar to Australia. What is important to note, is that these successful jurisdictions have implemented a raft of policy

initiatives consistently that collectively support EV uptake and address each of the challenges relative to that market.

Five major global jurisdictions have significant policies in three key areas to support their legislated EV targets:

• Significant EV tax relief and subsidies to assist pricing parity;

• Private charging infrastructure support; and

• Commuter benefits for EV owners.

Source: Urban Mobility Readiness Index, Oliver Wyman Forum and University of California, Berkeley, 2020.

The following recommendations align to the unique elements of the Australian market, combined with learnings

from overseas that have driven higher EV uptake.
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4. What actions can Australia take to
change this trajectory?

Key Targets & Legislation

Norway: Ban of sales of ICE vehicles by 2025

Sweden: Ban of sales of ICE vehicles by 2030

Germany: The Government aims to have up to 10 
million EVs and 1 million charging stations on German 
roads by 2030.

UK: Government departments working on a ‘Road to 
Zero’ strategy which aims to end the sale of fossil-
powered vehicles by 2040.

California: Advanced Clean Cars (ACC) program 
includes ZEV mandates. ranging from 4.5% in 2018 to 
22% in 2025. 

Key Tax incentives & Subsidies

Norway: No 25% Value-added Tax (VAT) or road traffic 
insurance tax on EV’s

Sweden: Purchase grant – up to $9,500 AUD or 25% of 
the vehicles purchase price

Germany: BEV purchase rebate up to €9000 plus 10-
year ownership tax exemption and Local incentives up to 
€1,500

UK: Plug in Car Grant: save up to £3000 when buying 
an EV and 100% corporate tax write-down

California: California Clean Vehicle Rebate Project 
(CVRP), provides up to $7,000 ZEV subsidy in addition 
to the Federal Tax Credit available, ranging from 
$2,500-$7,000.

Charging infrastructure

Norway: Fast-charging stations every 50km on all main 
roads & grants for Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment 
(EVSE) home installation

Sweden: Charge the car grant – covers cost of up to 50% 
of the EVSE

Germany: A €900 incentive available per charging point 

UK: up to £350 on the purchase and installation of an EV 
charger for your home or workplace. Creation of 3,000 
new rapid charge points

California:  Legislation requiring public and private 
charging stations to be installed in commercial parking lots 
and new residential buildings.

Commuter perks

Norway: EV Half price tolls, Half price parking, Use of bus 
and taxi lanes:

Sweden: Free access to High occupancy vehicle and bus 
and  cities offering car charging services free with city car 
parking spaces

Germany: Free and discounted parking, Reserved parking 
spots & Bus lane use.

UK: local incentives, such as free parking, using bus lanes, 
and accessing areas cut-off from normal vehicles.

California:  ZEV ‘s can use high occupancy lanes for 
single occupancy use.



4.1. Recommendations to overcome Price Parity (and support increased product availability)

The following recommendations will be key to overcome price parity and enable consumers to shift consideration to purchase

intent. Critically, these will also assist increasing product availability.

4.1.1. Vehicle Subsidy of approximately AUD$10,000 per vehicle for private vehicles

When studying international markets that have driven EV market share closer to 20% and beyond in some instances, it is evident

that a subsidy of approx. AUD$10,000 per vehicle enables price parity concerns to be overcome and significantly change the

demand curve for EV’s.

The federal government can capitalise on the subsidies already provided by state governments (particularly in that the most

populated states of New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia who now offer a $3,000+ subsidy) and provide

a national top up subsidy to bridge the gap towards $10,000.

4.1.2. FBT Exemption for employer provided vehicles

Our analysis has also concluded that an exemption from FBT for ZEV’s below the LCT threshold resolves the price parity issue for

employer-provided-vehicles to increase take up of EV for these purchases. The table below identifies that the EV examples

shown with an exemption from FBT have similar costs (and on occasions lower) than comparable ICE vehicles.

Salary packaging comparison calculations – FBT Exemption for EVs

In these calculations we can see that many of the above EV’s being FBT exempt would save their owners over $4,000 per year in

take home pay, which in some cases would see them have lower costs than an ICE equivalent (that is subject to FBT).

Comparison – FBT exemption for 
EVs

Hyundai IONIQ Elite 
Electric KIA Niro S Electric Hyundai KONA Elite 

Electric MG ZS Essence EV

FBT base value - - - -

Pre-tax deductions required per year $12,426 $15,840 $13,339 $11,296

Total estimated yearly tax savings $4,287 $5,465 $4,602 $3,897

Total effect on take home pay (year) $8,139 $10,375 $8,736 $7,399

Annual savings compared to current 
EV packaging (non-exempt)* $4,043 $5,065 $4,412 $2,801

Annual savings compared to ICE 
equivalent -$105 -$383 $807 $338

2626

Importantly, achieving EV price parity via a federal government initiative 

(inclusive of an FBT exemption for employer provided vehicles) would give a 

strong message to Automotive brands that there is greater EV 

opportunity in Australia, assisting local distributors to secure better EV supply 

and push the case for additional EV model development in right hand drive for 

Australia.
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4.2. Recommendations to increase EV Product Availability

The following recommendations will be vital to engage global OEMs to make available to Australia EV product that suits our

unique market and consumer wants. Consistent and significant Government policy will encourage OEM’s to engage in the

Australian EV market and increase the level of product being made available here.

Importantly, policy must clearly focus on driving the right product to Australia to meet consumer needs. Actions must target key

segments, particularly SUV and dual cab utes, to ensure consumers have EV choices amongst these high volume segments.

This also has a two-fold benefit, environmentally and for consumers. These vehicles are the highest emitters and highest

consumers of fuel, providing great opportunity for businesses and consumers to reduce both vehicle emissions and operating

costs by harnessing renewables, a key facet identified in AEMO’s 2020 integrated systems plan out to 2040. With rising fuel

costs, a targeted transition to EV of these high selling, high fuel consumption vehicles may also have a positive

effect on cost of living and inflation due to significantly lower running costs.

4.2.1. Government Fleet Purchasing

Across all levels of Government and including key Government instrumentalities, fleet procurement areas should actively

work with OEM’s to draw appropriate EVs into the Australian Market. In identifying and securing fit-for-purpose fleet

vehicles, government departments should engage OEMs to identify potential EVs available in other markets that would fill EV

segment gaps here. Not only will this approach provide automotive brands with guaranteed volumes to help secure new EV

models in popular segments to Australia, it will also assist government fleets in rapidly transitioning their fleets to EV.
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4.2.2. Instant Asset write off extension to 2030 for ZEV’s

The instant asset write off provisions (that were increased as a COVID stimulus) have been a considerable factor in driving sales

of commercial dual cab utes in Australia, to the point where we now see the Toyota Hilux and Ford Ranger as the top two selling

vehicles in the country as at the time of this report.

Extending this for EV’s would provide support for the Fleet management and business sectors to lead the EV transition.

Importantly, this would not only assist business purchasers to transition more quickly to EV’s, but it would also provide an added

reason for automotive brands with business-type vehicles such as dual cabs available in left hand drive, to develop these in right

hand drive for import to Australia. Particularly targeting product designed for the American market, this could see larger pick-ups

and SUV EV’s developed by brands popular in Australia such as Ford, Toyota and Nissan, developed also in right hand drive for

Australia.

Driving higher fleet and business EV sales has an additional benefit due to the faster turnover of these vehicles. Importantly, this

will assist in quickly building second hand vehicle stock that will drive the development of a Used EV market, enabling

consumers at the lower price brackets to transition to EV.

4.2.3. Mandatory CO2 emission regulations

A mandatory emissions target with financial penalties may assist local distributors in securing EV production for Australia, along

with other lower emission product including hybrid. Such emissions targets should be carefully considered to not diminish

consumer choice, due to the lack of fit for purpose EV’s available in RHD, such as dual cabs and large SUVs, now and in the

coming years. A target strategically implemented by category as per the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries’ (FCAI)

voluntary code, may assist in securing models for Australia in unrepresented segments such as Pick-ups.

The impact of an emissions target will vary greatly based on how aggressively it pushes towards net zero. Current industry

voluntary codes have 2030 targets that fall short of current European emission target. Such emission targets may continue to

have minimal impacts.

The use of emission targets without carefully aligned EV pricing and product attraction strategies, that ensure appropriate EV

product to meet consumer demand, may indirectly diminish model availability across all vehicle drive train options resulting in a

reduction in consumer choice and negative EV sentiment.
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4.2.4. Utilisation of EV priority zones and commuter benefits

These include exclusive benefits for EVs such as access to express freeway lanes during peak periods and discounted (or free)

parking arrangements for EV’s within cities.

4.2.5. Building development legislation around charging requirements

Local governments could consistently implement building development codes that ensure new residential and commercial

developments include sufficient EV charging infrastructure. Such legislation will ensure future EV owners in high-density living

will have access to charging infrastructure to avoid future impediments to EV purchase and operation.

4.2.6. Nationally aligned registration and stamp duty exemptions

Vehicle taxation exemptions should be utilised to support price parity and consistently applied nationally. As has been effective in

many global jurisdictions, it is recommended EV’s be exempt from stamp duty and registration fees at purchase.

There should also be a national moratorium on road user charges at least until 2030 to give consumers confidence

who are purchasing EV’s currently at a premium price in having running cost savings for an extended period.
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4.3. Recommendations for Charging Infrastructure development

Both federal and state government infrastructure funding and activity has currently focussed on public charging infrastructure,

whether it be DC fast charging or AC standard charging. In overseas markets that have successfully driven EV uptake,

government infrastructure focus has also significantly supported the development and use of home and business

charging via direct charging infrastructure subsidies or tax benefits. This aligns to research showing over 75% of

European and US charging is undertaken at home, and that 79% of Australian expect to charge at home.

Federal and state governments should look to re-allocate a portion of funding from public charging infrastructure towards a clear

and consistent support for in home and business charging installation.

4.3.1. Subsidies for home and business charging infrastructure

Subsidies should be provided to both private consumers installing in home charging infrastructure, along with

private businesses. Such actions will not only support EV uptake but also increase overall private investment levels in

charging, potentially decreasing the reliance on public infrastructure. A subsidy towards private and business charging

infrastructure of AUD $1,000 per unit, in line with many Global markets private charging subsidy, is recommended.

Enabling employer-provided vehicle cost of purchasing and installing home charging infrastructure as an FBT exempt

running cost should also be legislated to encourage EV uptake by reducing the total take home pay impact of purchasing an EV

and the required charging infrastructure.

Furthermore, increasing business and home charging infrastructure will support Australians in capitalising on future energy cost-

saving opportunities that may exist with Vehicle-to-home (V2H) and Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) capability in the future.

4.3.2. Capitalising on solar panels

Australia has one of the worlds highest

penetration of household solar panels at

over 30%, providing a significant potential

benefit when coupled with EV usage.

Studies indicate that 55% of

Australians preference for EV charging

is via solar panels or battery storage (of

energy collected via solar), indicating that

this could clearly be capitalised on if

coupled with home EV charging

infrastructure.

Federal or state governments should

further support the installation of home or

business charging infrastructure where it is

coupled to existing or new solar panels,

with additional subsidies.

55% Solar panels or 
battery storage

15% Standard 
grid purchase

13% 
No 
preference

12% 
Purchase green power 
from grid

5% 
Not 
sure

Australian Consumer energy sourcing preferences for EV charging(1)

Source: Global Automotive Consumer Study, Deloitte Australia, 2021.
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4.3.3. Public charging infrastructure investment and education.

Public charging investment should focus on providing fast charging stations at least every 300km between major

provincial towns, to provide consumer confidence in the ability to effectively commute regionally in current EV’s.

With a potentially higher percentage of charging undertaken at homes driven by private charging subsidies and tax legislation,

public charging in metro regions should target inner urban zones lacking off street parking for private charging

infrastructure use. It is important to note that Australia’s current number of EV’s per public charger is below the AFID

(Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive) recommendation of 10.

The Federal government should also divest some public infrastructure funding towards consumer education around EV range

and charging infrastructure. Enhanced public education and awareness regarding existing public charging facilities and

existing EV range should be better integrated across the Australian population. Education should focus on the capability of

current EV’s on an overnight AC standard charge to achieve similar range to existing ICE vehicle’s on a tank of petrol. It should

also help promote home and business charging and the benefits of harnessing solar power to do this (either directly

during the day or via battery storage).

Governments should partner with popular mapping providers, such as Google Maps and Apple Maps, to highlight the

availability of DC fast chargers and AC chargers on routes when searched, along with displaying data advising whether a

route’s destination can be reached in a fully charged EV (such as a Tesla Model 3), to highlight to current ICE vehicle owners

that their current trip could be taken in an EV.



Actions to:
To overcome EV Price 

Premium

Actions to: 
Increase Model Availability in key 

segments

Actions to: 
Ease charging and Range concerns

EV policy should be unified nationally to strengthen attractiveness for OEMs to generate greater EV product availability 

to Australia

Utilise the FBT 

framework/exemption to support 

price parity for packaged electric 

vehicles (under LCT threshold) Plus 

Stamp Duty & Registration 

Exemption

Introduction of EV subsidies and utilisation of 

FBT framework as recommended that 

overcomes price parity

Capitalisation of Home Charging 

stations under Tax legislation

And

Extension of 100% instant asset write-off 

to ZEVs to June 30 2030 (targeting dual 

cabs)

Public charging investment to provide fast 

charging stations at least every 300km 

between major provincial towns

(promoted in education campaign to 

overcome consumer concerns around 

charging & range)

Aligned $10,000 ZEV subsidy 

nationally for non employer provided 

vehicles (under LCT threshold); Plus 

Stamp Duty & Registration 

Exemption

Govt Fleet supporting OEMs imports, 

especially in key SUV and dual cab 

segments. (Bespoke to Australia)

$1,000 subsidy towards home charging 

installation; increased to $1500 on 

dwellings with solar panels

Federal Govt alignment with Google/Apple 

maps to highlight DC/AC charging stations 

across journey 

Federal government marketing campaign promoting EV adoption; promoting EV range mostly 350km plus on an overnight 

home charge; Fast charging availability for most regional travel; running cost savings when powered by solar etc.

Nationally consistent commuter perks as introduced overseas, such as EV access to express lanes and preferential inner 

city/town parking.

Alignment of standards and required infrastructure to realise V2G & V2H opportunities and subsequent consumer benefits.
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4. What actions can Australia take to
change this trajectory?

Summary of recommendations:
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About NALSPA

NALSPA is the peak body representing the Australian Automotive Leasing and Salary Packaging Sector. NALSPA members

provide vehicle leasing and salary packaging services to over 800,000 Australian wage and salary earners, with approximately

70% of those users working in the health, education, emergency services and not for profit sectors.

NALSPA members are responsible for circa 190,000 salary packaged vehicles and 235,000 fleet managed vehicles. NALSPA

members are ‘brand agnostic’ providing the salary packaging and fleet management of most vehicle marques represented in the

Australian market.

With an estimated 350,000 people using the statutory formula method annually, it is a significant and embedded element of

Australia's remuneration landscape and a significant supporter of the Australian motor vehicle sector. Current FBT legislation

was developed for application to ICE (Internal Combustion Engine) vehicles and it is important that the legislation is reviewed

and modernised to ensure that it provides both a compliant and equitable framework for the rapidly emerging EV segment.

Impact of Novated Leasing on total vehicle sales

In support of employers and employees across Australia, current Tax/Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) legislation plays a critical role in

the Australian automotive market by helping to facilitate the salary packaging and management of employer provided vehicles.

Importantly, these arrangements see circa 115,000 vehicles sold per annum, equivalent to approximately 10% of all new car

sales in Australia.

Not only does novated leasing significantly support the motor vehicle industry, but it also provides a large number of working

Australian’s with greater choice when purchasing their vehicle, a core element that NALSPA members want to see maintained.

NALSPA recognises the role that novated leasing and salary packaging can have in supporting consumer understanding and the

take up of Electric Vehicles (EVs) and is committed to a transition which preserve’s consumer choice whilst addressing the

various barriers impeding Australia’s orderly transition to zero emission vehicles.
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About Deloitte

Deloitte is the largest professional services firm in the world, and a top trusted brand with over 300,000 team members from

more than 150 office locations. Our unified purpose is to ‘make an impact that matters’. To assist NALSPA to assess Australia’s

position and opportunities regarding EV uptake, we have pulled together a focussed team from three specialist areas – Deloitte

Motor Industry Services, Deloitte Access Economics and Deloitte Tax & Legal.

Deloitte Motor Industry Services is the leading provider of professional services to the automotive industry across Australia. We

have a team filled with industry leading advisors, who have come from leadership and ownership positions within the industry,

who are working with our clients to co-create their future strategy. Our people work solely in the automotive industry and are

fully immersed in all aspects of the automotive value chain. This enables our people to be at the cutting-edge of latest industry

trends, and work effectively to transfer those insights to our clients. Deloitte is at the heart of Future of Mobility thought

leadership and initiatives.

Deloitte Access Economics are amongst the most highly recognised economic advisory brands in Australia. On this project, the

experience and knowledge in specialist subject areas has been drawn down in delivering outcomes for clients. Deloitte Access

Economics has been a leader in shaping reform debates over many decades and has constructed a view of the Australian

economy where inaction, or mis-action, in preventing climate change causes damage to the Australian economy.

The Deloitte Tax & Legal team provides tax consulting services across a broad range of industries and market sectors. Our

teams include specialist subject matter experts whose focus is in employment taxes including FBT, Superannuation Guarantee,

Single Touch Payroll, and Payroll Tax impacting employers. We regularly consult with senior personnel from the ATO and State

Revenue on matters of policy, exposure draft legislation and draft rulings, as well as representing clients in obtaining Private

Binding Rulings. We consult regularly though Asia Pacific and across Deloitte offices globally.
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member firms, and their related entities (collectively, the “Deloitte organisation”). DTTL (also referred to as 
“Deloitte Global”) and each of its member firms and related entities are legally separate and independent entities, which cannot obligate or bind each other in respect of third parties. DTTL and each DTTL 
member firm and related entity is liable only for its own acts and omissions, and not those of each other. DTTL does not provide services to clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more.

Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax and related services. Our global network of member firms and related entities in more than 150 
countries and territories (collectively, the “Deloitte organisation” serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Deloitte’s approximately 312,000 people make an impact that matters at 
www.deloitte.com.

Deloitte Asia Pacific 
Deloitte Asia Pacific Limited is a company limited by guarantee and a member firm of DTTL. Members of Deloitte Asia Pacific Limited and their related entities, each of which are separate and independent legal 
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Appendix D – ATO FBT EV Submission 



Private & Confidential
Mr Phillip Borrell
Secretariat
Fringe Benefits Tax Stakeholder Group
Australian Taxation Office

17 August 2022

Dear Phillip

Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) implications for Electric Vehicles

Following the current Federal Labor Government’s policy announcement in May 2022 - that certain electric vehicles will be exempted from FBT
from 1 July 2022 - there has been an escalation in the technical and practical queries surfacing in relation to the implementation of electric
vehicles, including queries arising from this policy. This is on top of the range of queries that already existed in relation to the FBT implications of
electric vehicles, which have lingered due to the absence of ATO guidance. Such uncertainties have increased even further following the
introduction of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Electric Car Discount) Bill 2022 into Parliament.

The ATO FBT Stakeholder Group is an appropriate forum for such technical and practical questions to be tabled and discussed, then on-forwarded
to the relevant area within the ATO for detailed consideration and, ultimately, the preparation of guidance for taxpayers.

To best identify the range of practical and commercial scenarios, consultation has been sought with the National Automotive Leasing and Salary
Packaging Association (NALSPA), the peak industry body for the salary packaging and novated lease sector whose members are responsible for
close to 200,000 employer-provided salary packaged vehicles.  This has revealed a wide array of tax technical questions with respect to the
application of current FBT law relevant to an electric vehicle, including associated elements. For completeness, these questions will be relevant
even in the context of an exemption for certain electric vehicles, given those draft provisions do not address nor clarify the FBT implications for
these associated elements.

PricewaterhouseCoopers  ABN 52 780 433 757
2 Riverside Quay, SOUTHBANK VIC 3006, GPO Box 1331, MELBOURNE VIC 3001
T: +61 3 8603 1000, F: +61 3 8603 1999, www.pwc.com.au

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.



Additionally, the current draft of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Electric Car Discount) Bill 2022 has raised supplementary queries in relation to the
appropriateness of the breadth of the electric vehicle concession.

Having collated the above matters, we enclose a submission to the ATO FBT Stakeholder Group regarding identified FBT uncertainties associated
with the provision of Electric Vehicles (EVs). This submission sets out key areas which require further clarification from the ATO and/or the
development of law, as well as our proposed policy considerations in relation thereto. Our assumption is that a number of these items would
already be under consideration by the ATO, however it nonetheless may be sensible to maintain this detailed list.  The table format also invites
other members of the ATO FBT Stakeholder Group to append any further queries as and when they arise.

Please find enclosed our submission at Appendix A.

Yours sincerely

Greg Kent
Partner
PwC - Employment Taxes

greg.kent@pwc.com
T: +61 412 957101
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Appendix A

EV “issue” FBT technical analysis Practical recommendations Policy considerations

In-home recharging
infrastructure:

There is currently no
public guidance on the
FBT treatment of EV
charging infrastructure
and similar costs.

Relevantly, EV charging
infrastructure
encompasses a number
of costs which may vary
based on the make or
model of EV. These
include, but are not
limited to, the following
(jointly referred to as
at-home charging
costs):

Equipment

● Three-phase power
unit (where required);

(i) Non-business accessory

Where valued under the statutory formula
method, in determining the base value of the
car, under section 9 of the FBTAA, the base
value includes the costs of any “non business
accessory”. Similarly, under section 10 of the
FBTAA, for owned cars, deemed interest and
depreciation is calculated for a “non-business
accessory”.

“Non-business accessory” is defined to mean
“...an accessory fitted to the car, whether at
the factory where the car was assembled or at
some other place, other than an accessory
required to meet the special needs of any
business operations in relation to which the
car is used.”

Applying the above definition, as charging
equipment is not fitted to the vehicle, but is
rather temporarily attached only for charging
purposes, we do not consider that the
charging equipment (or supporting services

We recommend that the ATO release
guidance (through the
afore-recommended ruling or website
guidance) on the FBT treatment of
at-home charging infrastructure costs,
which clarifies whether such costs are
considered a “non-business
accessory”, or whether they are to be
properly categorised as separate,
fully taxable property / expense /
residual benefits?  Is there a scenario
where such costs may fall within the
“car expense” definition (eg. charging
cables)?

Where the ATO views
at-home recharging
infrastructure costs as not
being a “car expense”, it
may be prudent to note this
to Treasury to consider the
impact of FBT costs on its
policy objectives and
consider costing specific
law that otherwise exempts
these benefits (note, for
completeness, any such
law should also include
costs of renting rather than
owning, as noted in the
“other” at-home charging
costs). Relevantly, in a
number of other
jurisdictions, from our
research, concessional
benefits or subsidisation of
in-home charging
infrastructure has been a
pivotal policy lever utilised.
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EV “issue” FBT technical analysis Practical recommendations Policy considerations

● Charging cables;
● Adaptor plugs;
● Wall charging unit

(including multiple
across different
homes);

● EV solar batteries;
● Solar panels or

inverters;
● Portable EV charging

units; and
● Wireless charging

equipment.

Supporting services

● Installation costs;
● Ongoing maintenance

/ service costs for
charging equipment;
and

● Future costs to
upgrade charging
equipment.

Other

● Renting costs for
charging units

and other costs) will be included within the
“non-business accessory” costs for the EV.

(ii) Car expense

As noted above, “car expense” is defined
under section 136(1) of FBTAA to mean an
expense incurred “in respect of .. (c) fuel for
the car”. Further, the phrase “in respect of”, in
the context of employment “includes by
reason of, by virtue of, or for or in relation
directly or indirectly to …”

If one applies the above definition of “in
respect of” in the context of at-home charging
costs, it is arguable that each of these costs
are included “by reason of” or “in relation
directly to” recharging (i.e. “fuel”). Put another
way, the only purpose for purchasing/renting
equipment and paying for
installation/maintenance is to ensure the
ability to appropriately recharge the EV, which
is the way one re-fuels the car. Does this also
trigger recipient contribution considerations?

(iii) Property / Expense Payment / Residual
benefits

In particular, we note that
such costs may be
significant and
consequently, could deter
the intended takeup of EVs
even under the Labor
Government FBT
exemption. For example, a
Tesla wall connector could
cost up to $1,000, and
installation an additional
$1,500. This costing could
increase even further in
certain circumstances - for
example, if a long cable
run is required due to
distance from the
switchboard to the
installation site.
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EV “issue” FBT technical analysis Practical recommendations Policy considerations

(including initial
installation and
subsequent
re-installation costs if
required).

Depending on how infrastructure costs are
provided, these provisions of the FBT
legislation may be triggered.

EV recharging costs:

There is currently no
public guidance on:

(i) whether EV recharging
costs are considered to
be a “car expense”, as
defined for FBT purposes

(ii) how to value
recharging costs (where
there is not a specific
cost incurrence - e.g.
public charging station)
and what records are
required to be kept in
relation thereto

(iii) the impact of
associated parking costs

(i) Car expense

Where valuing car fringe benefits under the
operating cost method (specifically, section
10(3)(a)(i) of the Fringe Benefits Tax
Assessment Act 1986 (FBTAA)), or where
assessing whether a relevant running cost is
exempt under section 53, or where identifying
employee expenditure as a “recipient’s
payment” (sections 9(2)(e) and 10(3)(c)), the
applicable cost must be considered a “car
expense”.

“Car expense” is defined under section 136(1)
of FBTAA to mean “an expense incurred in
respect of .. (c) fuel for the car”. The FBTAA
does not define the term “fuel”, however, we
note that the term “residential fuel” is defined
to include “any form of fuel (including
electricity) …”.

(i) Car expense

Where the ATO agrees with our view
that recharging costs (i.e. electricity)
is considered to be “fuel” and
therefore, a “car expense”, we
recommend that this is
communicated publicly (ideally a
public ruling covering a spectrum of
FBT EV-related matters, or detailed
analysis within the FBT Guide for
Employers on the ATO’s website).

(ii) Valuation

We recommend that the ATO
consider providing a practical
approach to valuing recharging costs
- e.g. an ATO-approved rate per km
(or other measurement unit). This
should be referenced in the

(i) “Car expense”

None (on the assumption
that the ATO agrees that
recharging a battery in an
EV constitutes a “car
expense”).

(ii) Valuation

As noted in our practical
recommendation, any
guidance should clearly
define the types of records
required for valuation.
Administratively, this
should be as simple as
practicable - e.g. where
using an ATO-approved
rate, relevant kms obtained
from corporate records
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of recharging (e.g. at a
public charging station) As such, the law contemplates electricity to be

“fuel” and therefore EV recharging costs
should be considered a “car expense”.

(ii) Valuation

Where it is accepted that EV recharging costs
constitute an FBT “car expense”, there is a
query as to valuation of the benefit, which is
particularly challenging where there is not a
specific cost incurrence (e.g. fees incurred at
a public charging station).

For example, if an employee recharges an EV
at home, the costs may depend on the
individual’s electricity rates, whether the
charging is during peak hours, and the type of
charger being used. Tracking this on an
instance-by-instance basis is not feasible.

(iii) Associated parking

Where an individual incurs specific costs for
recharging - i.e. at a public charging station -
in some instances, there may be associated
costs incurred; e.g. the most accessible public
charging station may be within a commercial

afore-recommended public ruling or
website guidance, though released
through a Tax Determination (or other
publication) which is capable of being
refreshed annually.

It is equally important that any
guidance released by the ATO clearly
articulates the record-keeping
requirements associated with the
practical approach and should also
contemplate whether adoption of the
practical approach is a universal
election for the relevant vehicle - e.g.,
if an individual, in the first half of an
FBT year, does not have access to an
at-home charging station and
therefore incurs specific costs at a
public charging station, however
charges at home for the second half,
will the employer be given the choice
to value the recharging costs using
different methods within the same
FBT year?

If the practical approach does not
present a reasonable outcome for a
taxpayer based on their particular
circumstances (which many PCGs

(e.g. emails from
employees; fleet manager
records) should suffice for
corroboration.

(iii) Associated parking

Where associated parking
is not considered to be a
“car expense”, in our view,
this disadvantages certain
employees (particularly in
a salary packaging
context). For example, an
employee who owns their
home may have more
flexibility to install an
in-home recharging unit,
compared to a renter. In
these circumstances,
where the renter
necessarily incurs parking
costs whilst recharging, to
the extent this is not
otherwise exempt under
section 58G of the FBTAA,
the costs need to be
isolated and separated.
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parking station, also therefore necessitating
parking costs to be incurred.

Where an employer absorbs these costs (for
example, under a novated lease package), it
is unclear as to whether, for example, the
parking costs are regarded as being “in
respect of fuel for the car” and therefore an
exempt “car expense”.

This may become particularly challenging if an
employee incurs these costs on a work day
where the relevant commercial parking station
is in the vicinity of the place of employment,
and therefore the parking cost is a “car
parking benefit” or an “eligible car parking
expense payment benefit” (and not exempt
under section 58G of the FBTAA).

For completeness, whilst defined in the
context of employment, the FBTAA provides
that the phrase “in respect of” includes “by
reason of, by virtue of, or for or in relation
directly or indirectly to ….”. The width of this
definition suggests that, in the circumstances
described, the parking costs might be properly
considered to be “in respect of” fuel (as the

don’t), consideration should also be
given to the provision of guidance to
valuing the car expense / employee
contribution in the range of alternate
charging scenarios (refer additional
EV issues listed below).

(iii) Associated parking

The afore-recommended ruling or
website guidance should offer clarity
on associated costs for recharging at
a public charging station. Given the
intertwined nature of the parking and
recharging costs, where not
considered to be a “car expense”, the
ATO should describe the application
of the 58G exemption to ensure
clarity with respect to the instances
where such benefits would be
taxable.
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parking costs are incurred by reason of, or at
least indirectly in relation to recharging).

Replacement of
batteries:

The release of guidance
on whether battery
replacement costs are
considered to be a “car
expense”.

“Car expense” is defined under section 136(1)
of the FBTAA to mean an expense incurred in
respect of “… (b) repairs to or maintenance of
the car”.

Relevantly, as outlined in ATO Interpretative
Decision 2014/18 - Car expense - cost of map
update of in-built satellite navigation system
(ATO ID 2014/18), the terms “repair” and
“maintenance” are to take their ordinary
meaning. For repairs, this means “remedying
or making good of defects in, damage to, or
deterioration of, property to be repaired (being
defects, damage or deterioration in a
mechanical and physical sense) and
contemplates the continued existence of the
property”. For maintenance, this means “to
keep in due condition, operation or force; keep
unimpaired”.

Based on the above definitions, akin to the
battery in an Internal Combustion Engine
(ICE) vehicle, we would view a battery
replacement in an EV to be “repair” or

Where the ATO agrees that costs to
replace EV batteries are considered
“repairs to or maintenance of the car”,
we recommend that this is
communicated publicly (as part of the
afore-recommended public ruling
website guidance).

.

If the ATO disagrees with
the technical position that
EV battery replacements
are “car expenses”, it may
be prudent to note this to
Treasury to consider the
impact of FBT costs on its
policy objectives and
consider costing specific
law that otherwise exempts
these benefits, possibly
through including these
costs into the “car
expenses” definition.

In particular, we note this
from the perspective that
the disparity of between
battery replacement costs
for EVs and ICE vehicles is
significant, and where a
battery benefit is regarded
as a separate (and
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“maintenance” of the vehicle,  As such, we
consider it likely that the replacement battery
can be considered a “car expense”.

taxable) fringe benefit, this
will likely represent a
significant impediment to
EV takeup in an FBT
context. For example, a
Tesla Model S battery
costs in the range of
$12,000-$15,000 (plus
additional costs for service
and labour).

Road user charges

There is currently no
public guidance on
whether the Victorian
road user charge (VRUC)
(and similar programs
within the other
Australian jurisdictions)
are considered to be a
“car expense”, as defined
for FBT purposes.

Several State and
Territory Governments
have started introducing
specific road-user
charges for those who

We note that, for ICE vehicles, the fuel excise
tax is incorporated into the fuel costs, which is
treated as a “car expense” for FBT purposes.
Our view is that a similar treatment should be
applied to the relevant road-user charges,
whereby the road-user charges are viewed as
akin to the fuel excise tax, and therefore are
considered part of the “car expenses” for FBT
purposes (i.e. in respect of fuel).

It is also relevant to note that the VRUC is set
in reference to the registration period of the
vehicle, invoiced together with registration
renewal. This also therefore sets a nexus with
registration, noting that it is administered
through the same government agency,
VicRoads; relevantly, the FBT definition of a

Where the ATO agrees that road-user
charges are incurred either in respect
of “the registration of the car” or “fuel
for the car”, and are thus considered
“car expenses”, we recommend that
this is communicated publicly (as part
of the afore-recommended public
ruling or website guidance).

Should the ATO regard these costs
as not being “car expenses”, such
that any benefits provided in relation
thereto would be separate expense
payment or residual fringe benefits,
the ruling should also elaborate on
the classification and valuation of the
benefit (in particular, the application

If the ATO disagrees with
the technical position that
road-user charges are “car
expenses”, it may be
prudent to note this to
Treasury to consider the
impact of FBT costs on its
policy objectives and
consider costing specific
law that otherwise exempts
these benefits - possibly
through including these
costs within the “car
expenses” definition.

Where such costs are not
regarded as “car
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drive an EV. This charge
is to compensate for the
fact that ICE vehicles pay
a fuel excise tax when
they purchase fuel, which
is viewed as a funding
mechanism for the utility
of the public road
network, whereas EV
vehicles pay little or no
fuel excise tax.

As an example, in
Victoria, as of 1 July
2021, the VRUC is
charged for Victorian
registered zero and low
emission vehicles, which
is currently levied at
approximately 2.6
cents/km (for electric
vehicles and hydrogen
vehicles), to allow users
to access the road
network.

“car expense” includes “expenses incurred in
respect of (a) the registration of … the car …”.

of the otherwise-deductible rule and
any substantiation required).

expenses”, it would result
in a disparity between
commensurate expenses
for ICE vehicles (fuel
excise tax) and EVs, which
therefore undermines any
initiatives to promote the
take up of such vehicles.
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Rolled up leasing
arrangements

There is an absence of
direct guidance on the
the FBT implications of
‘rolled up leases’, being
leases that cover the
vehicle itself and
associated expenses, eg.
relevant insurances or
car expenses (eg. fuel).
There has been an
emergence of taxpayers
requesting EV
infrastructure costs (eg.
charging equipment) be
rolled up into the lease.

Where a car is provided to an employee,
leasing costs are often concessionally taxed -
under the statutory formula method or the
operating cost method.

In certain instances, lease costs incorporate
more than the cost of the vehicle and a
finance charge.

Does the ATO consider that leases need to be
“dissected” to determine the applicable /
correct FBT treatment?  Typically, any rolled
up costs would either be part of the vehicle
cost or associated finance, or fall within the
definition of “car expenses”.

However, EV infrastructure costs would
typically be viewed as constituting a property,
expense payment or residual benefit if
provided by the employer.  So rolling it up into
the lease likely provides access to FBT
concessional treatment that otherwise would
not exist.

Consideration also needs to be given to
whether section 67 of the FBTAA -
arrangements to avoid or reduce fringe

We recommend the ATO provide
guidance on this issue to provide
clarity to the market.

None.
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benefits tax - would have application in this
scenario.

Federal Labor
Government’s Electric
Car Discount

The Treasury Laws
Amendment (Electric Car
Discount) Bill 2022, in its
current form, provides for
the following limitations:

● Whilst
second-hand
acquisitions are
within scope, the
exemption only
applies where the
original retail
price was below
the relevant
luxury car tax
threshold
($84,916 in
2022-23)

● Similarly, a
second-hand

In relation to second-hand acquisitions, the
current limitations raise practical challenges.
For example, if an EV has changed hands
multiple times, it may be unclear as to whether
the vehicle was originally purchased for below
the luxury car tax threshold, or if it was
originally acquired and used after 1 July 2022.

Similarly, with respect to the three-year
concession with no commitment or outline of
future state, this may serve as a barrier to EV
purchases / leases, particularly as time
advances through the three year period.

For example, consider where an EV is
acquired under a three-year lease in the 2025
fiscal year, will the “FBT exemption” only apply
for one year (being the time remaining in the
three-year concession period) or apply for the
entirety of the lease? For example, salary
packaging novated leases are set up on a
contractual basis (including determining
budget amounts set on an employee pre and
post tax split) which creates practical
challenges where a lease period cascades a

Such practical considerations are
best raised in submissions to the
Senate Standing Committee on
Economics, however, if the ATO is in
discussions with the Federal
Government in relation to
administrative matters arising from
this Bill, such practical considerations
should ideally be raised.

As noted by the Federal
Labor Party in its policy
media release, currently,
just 1.5% of cars sold in
Australia are electric and
plug-in hybrid. As such, to
have impact, the “FBT
exemption” should be
broad to ensure maximum
utility of the policy in terms
of increased take-up.

Whilst the limitations noted
for second-hand vehicles
may be from the
perspective of an increase
for the EVs currently on
Australian roads (i.e. rather
than shifting users for an
existing EV), these
limitations may preclude
access for some individual
taxpayers and businesses.
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acquisition is not
exempt if the
vehicle was
previously
acquired and
used prior to 1
July 2022 (i.e.
when acquired
first-hand)

Additionally, the
accompanying
explanatory
memorandum to the Bill
provides that “(t)he
Government will review
the electric car discount
in three years. The
review will consider
electric car take up at that
time, whether this tax
concession should be
continued, and if so, in
what form”.

potential concession and non-concession
environment. For example, a small

business with a nominal
fleet of three vehicles may
only be able to acquire
EVs second-hand due to
cost barriers, however
would not have access to
the exemption because the
original acquisitions were
over the luxury car
threshold (even though
their acquisition is at a
lower price).

The government should
also consider the feasibility
of grandfathering the
concessions for leasing
arrangements that
commence during the
three-year assessment
period, particularly where
the concession is
subsequently ceased. This
ensures clarity and
fairness for leasing
participants, and also
offers ease of
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administrative practicality.
Integrity measures can be
drawn around this - for
example, limiting the
maximum leasing period.

Bidirectional charging
technology and
installation

There is currently no
public guidance on:

(i) the potential private
usage associated with
bidirectional charging;
and

(ii) how to identify and
value the relevant private
use.

Bidirectional chargers
can be used to charge
and discharge energy
from an EV, through
various technologies:

(i) What is the benefit?

The nature of recharging an EV at the
workplace is a benefit provided by the
employer “in respect of fuel” as a “car
expense” (as previously noted). However,
where that charge is then used by an
employee to, for example, power their home’s
electricity through V2H technology, there
arises the question of whether this constitutes
a separate fringe benefit, or alters the
classification of the original benefit?

Arguably, in such instances, where the
employer has intended to provide a benefit in
respect of “fuel” for an EV, which is then used
by the employee for other purposes that the
employer may be unaware of, that secondary
benefit (for example, home electricity) should
not alter the original benefit.

We recommend the ATO consider the
application of bidirectional charging
technology by EV drivers; in
particular, whether the use of V2G,
V2H and V2L technology by an
employee to power personal items
will bring about a separate fringe
benefit, or reclassify the original
benefit.

We recommend the ATO release
guidance on the FBT treatment of
bidirectional charging technology
(and associated installation costs)
through the afore-recommended
ruling or website guidance. Where the
ATO agrees with the technical
analysis, however it requires a
“prohibition” and “enforcement”, the
ATO should clearly outline
expectations in this regard to ensure
clarity for taxpayers.

While an employee’s
private usage of
bidirectional charging
presents potential
concerns that should be
addressed by the ATO,
these concerns are
considered secondary to
the aforementioned “EV
issues” (in particular where
the items noted above
impact the efficacy of the
measures introduced
through the Treasury Laws
Amendment (Electric Car
Discount) Bill 2022).
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● Vehicle to Grid (V2G)
technology allows an
EV to export energy
and support an
electricity grid;

● Vehicle to Home
(V2H) technology
enables an EV to
export energy to
power a home or
business; and

● Vehicle to Load (V2L)
allows an EV to
operate as a portable
battery pack.

In relation to the above
technologies, we
understand there are
concerns from employers
and third party leasing
and salary packaging
administrators that this
technology may be used
by an employee, likely
unbeknownst to the
employer/provider, to
potentially capitalise on

We note that section 148(3) of the FBTAA
may provide for the original benefit to stand,
though it requires a “prohibition” (e.g. a
prohibition for an employee to use relevant
V2G, V2H, V2L technology where “fuel” was
provided by the employer) which is
“consistently enforced”. In our view, though,
prohibition and enforcement is not feasible (for
example, due to privacy issues) in this context
outside of, for example, a declaration process.

(ii) Identification and valuation

Should the ATO conclude otherwise - that is,
conclude that the secondary benefit is in fact a
fringe benefit - in such circumstances, it may
be unfeasible or impractical for an employer to
determine the portion of electricity which is
being used by an employee for private
purposes. For example, consider if an
individual recharges their vehicle in the
workplace and also at a friend’s home, and
then uses the recharge for home electricity
and where not all of the recharge is exhausted
before the next recharging.

Should the ATO disagree with the
technical analysis, the ruling or
website guidance should clearly
articulate how private usage would be
determined and valued.
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electricity provided by an
employer for the EV.

For example, an
employee can charge
their EV at their
workplace where their
employer pays for the
electricity (“fuel” related
“car expense”). The
employee theoretically
can then, in turn, use the
bidirectional charging
capabilities of the electric
vehicle to either sell
electricity to the grid
(V2G), or use the
electricity to power their
home (V2H) or other
appliances in a portable
capacity (V2L).
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